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1 | 400 €

4 | 60 €

7 | 600 €

13 | 500 €

2 | 1.000 €

5 | 200 €

14 | 500 €

6 | 800 €

12 | 500 €

31 | 1.000 €

|

2 | 1 000 €

|
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14A | 10.000 €|
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8 | 6.000 €

10 | 4.000 €

9 | 5.000 €

11 | 10.000 €

3 | 6.000 €

8 | 6 000 €
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15 | 300 €

19 | 100 €

23 | 200 €

26 | 200 €

29 | 800 €

20 | 100 €

24 | 100 €

27 | 100 €

ex. 17 | 300 €

21 | 300 €

25 | 100 €

28 | 300 €

32 | 100 €

16 | 200 €
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38 | 4.000 €38 | 4 000 €

33 | 600 €

36 | 600 €

39 | 1.000 €

44 | 150 €

34 | 600 €

37 | 600 €

40 | 800 €

35 | 300 €

41 | 200 €
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47 | 200 €45 | 400 €

48 | 200 €

46 | 600 €

49 | 400 €50 | 600 €

53 | 200 €

56 | 300 €

59 | 600 €

62 | 300 €

51 | 300 €

54 | 100 €

57 | 100 €

60 | 300 €

52 | 600 €

55 | 500 €

58 | 200 €

61 | 400 €
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63 | 5.000 €

64 | 10.000 €

71 | 10.000 €

78 | 15.000 €

|
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79 | 1.500 €

70 | 1.500 €68 | 400 €

69 | 1.000 €

72 | 600 €

75 | 400 €

67 | 400 €
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74 | 30.000 €73 | 25.000 €

65 | 100.000 € 66 | 80.000 €

83 | 25.000 €
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77 | 3.000 €

76 | 4.000 €

88 | 2.000 €
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84 | 1.000 €80 | 250 €

89 | 700 €

81 | 2.000 €

82 | 300 €

94 | 1.200 €
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86 | 3.000 € 92 | 8.000 €

87 | 12.000 €

93 | 20.000 €

85 | 3.000 €

93 | 20 000 €
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103 | 1.200 €

90 | 1.500 € 91 | 1.500 €

106 | 400 €

109 | 400 € 96 | 150 €

101 | 500 €

104 | 100 €

107 | 800 €

110 | 300 €

105 | 100 €

111 | 300 €
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99 | 20.000 € 100 | 30.000 €

102 | 60.000 €
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95 | 1.500 € 108 | 3.000 €

119 | 800 €

122 | 300 €

120 | 2.000 €

123 | 100 €

121 | 400 €

124 | 200 €

142 | 200 €
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116 | 8.000 €

116A | 10.000 €
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118A | 20.000 €
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125 | 150 €

128 | 200 €

134 | 200 €

137 | 200 €

126 | 200 €

129 | 200 €

132 | 200 €

135 | 800 €

138 | 100 €

127 | 300 €

130 | 200 €

133 | 300 €

136 | 800 €

139 | 300 €140 | 300 €

141 | 2.000 €
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151 | 15.000 €|
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155 | 200 €

162 | 800 €

165 | 200 €

168 | 100 €

157 | 100 €

163 | 1.200 €

166 | 300 €

169 | 400 €

164 | 100 €

167 | 100 €

170 | 1.200 €
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152 | 12.000 €
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171 | 1.200 €

174 | 1.000 €

ex. 177 | 800 €

180 | 400 €

172 | 500 €

ex. 175 | 300 €

178 | 300 € 181 | 300 €

184 | 600 €

173 | 100 €

ex. 176 | 350 €

179 | 600 €

182 | 400 € 185 | 500 €
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193 | 1.500 €

189 | 3.000 € 192 | 2.000 €

201 | 5.000 €
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186 | 1.000 €

190 | 200 €

ex. 196 | 100 €

199 | 150 €

187 | 1.500 €

191 | 300 €

194 | 100 €

197 | 300 €

200 | 600 €

195 | 400 €

198 | 100 €
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202 | 600 €

205 | 800 €

208 | 200 €

214 | 100 €

203 | 1.000 €

206 | 600 €

209 | 300 €

212 | 800 €

215 | 300 €

204 | 400 €

207 | 100 €

210 | 200 €

216 | 200 € 220 | 500 €
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217 | 1.500 €

221 | 100 €

224 | 300 €

227 | 200 €

230 | 300 €

222 | 250 €

225 | 500 €

228 | 800 €

233 | 500 €

226 | 150 €

234 | 300 €
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229 | 3.000 €

218 | 5.000 €
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223 | 1.500 €

238 | 800 €

241 | 600 €

244 | 200 €

247 | 200 €

236 | 200 €

ex. 239 | 800 €
242 | 600 €

245 | 200 €

248 | 600 €

237 | 800 €

240 | 300 €

243 | 200 €

246 | 200 €

249 | 300 €
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250 | 600 €

253 | 200 €

256 | 500 €

259 | 300 €

262 | 300 €

ex. 251 | 1.200 €

254 | 200 €

257 | 500 €

260 | 200 €

252 | 200 €

255 | 1.200 €

258 | 200 €

261 | 200 €

264 | 400 €
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277 | 1.000 €

ex. 266 | 1.000 €

272 | 1.500 €

ex. 267 | 800 €

270 | 1.200 €

|

270 | 1 200 €

|

7 | 808000 €€
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268 | 300 €

271 | 200 €

269 | 400 €

275 | 300 €278 | 200 €

273 | 500 €

276 | 250 €

263 | 1.200 €
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289 | 2.000 € 292 | 20.000 €

288 | 8.000 €

294 | 3.000 €
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280 | 100 € 283 | 100 €

286 | 150 €

281 | 200 €

284 | 300 € 287 | 150 €

290 | 300 € 293 | 800 €

285 | 150 €

291 | 150 €

301 | 100 €

303 | 250 €
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295 | 4.000 €

296 | 3.000 €297 | 6.000 €
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304 | 10.000 €

307 | 80 €

299 | 1.500 €

302 | 300 €

305 | 150 €

ex. 308 | 150 €

300 | 400 €

306 | 200 €

299 | 1.500 €
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298 | 5.000 €

309 | 4.000 €

298 | 000 €

309 | 4 000 €
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325 | 1.000 €

313 | 300 €

316 | 300 €

319 | 500 €

324 | 100 €

317 | 400 €

320 | 400 €

312 | 200 €

318 | 200 €

323 | 400 € 327 | 300 €
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310 | 1.000 €

311 | 4.000 €

314 | 800 € 315 | 800 €

311 | 4 000 €

|
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328 | 500 €

ex. 331 | 250 €

334 | 100 €339 | 200 €

342 | 200 €

329 | 300 €

335 | 100 €

340 | 150 €

330 | 200 €

333 | 100 €

341 | 200 €344 | 300 €
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332 | 2.000 €

343 | 1.000 €

337 | 1.000 €

345 | 1.200 €
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359 | 150 €

362 | 250 €

346 | 100 € 347 | 100 €

351 | 100 € 358 | 150 €

370 | 600 €

413 | 2.000 €

www.stamp-auctions.de
You will � nd everything about our 
current auction, for such as complete 
collections in high resolution or the 
catalogues for download.
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361 | 800 € 364 | 300 €

357 | 800 € 363 | 1.000 €

366 | 1.000 € 373 | 1.500 €
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365 | 200 €

372 | 400 €

378 | 100 € 388 | 100 €

393 | 300 €

367 | 400 €

371 | 100 €

389 | 200 €

395 | 300 €
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ex. 390 | 300 €

403 | 600 €

397 | 1.000 €
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396 | 150 €

410 | 300 €

414 | 150 €

404 | 200 €

408 | 300 €

412 | 2.000 €

415 | 400 €

402 | 200 €

405 | 400 €

409 | 300 €

416 | 200 €
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406 | 1.200 €

434 | 1.200 €

420 | 3.000 €
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422 | 200 €

425 | 800 €

430 | 250 €

423 | 200 €

ex. 427 | 400 €

431 | 400 €

424 | 300 €

428 | 500 €

433 | 100 €
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437 | 250 €

440 | 150 €

443 | 200 €

449 | 150 €

438 | 600 €

441 | 120 €

439 | 150 €

442 | 200 €

445 | 200 €

Digital Catalogues       
All catalogues available on CD in 
original layout with full-text search.

Order: gra� k@auktionen-gaertner.de

www.stamp-auctions.de
You will � nd everything about our 
current auction, for such as complete 
collections in high resolution or the 
catalogues for download.
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435 | 600 €

436 | 1.000 €446 | 500 €

447 | 600 €

450 | 500 € 451 | 200 €
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452 | 600 € 456 | 150 €

462 | 300 €

465 | 120 €

457 | 250 €

460 | 600 €

458 | 300 €

461 | 200 €

468 | 400 €
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466 | 800 €455 | 500 €

464 | 1.500 €

472 | 400 € 471 | 300 €
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469 | 400 €

475 | 150 €

482 | 500 €

470 | 150 €

473 | 200 €

480 | 250 €

483 | 120 €

474 | 250 €

481 | 300 €

ex. 484 | 300 €

459 | 500 €

481
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478 | 8.000 €

476 | 3.000 €

477 | 2.000 €
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485 | 120 €

489 | 100 €

492 | 1.500 €

497 | 100 €

492A | 300 €

498 | 300 €

502 | 250 €

488 | 100 €

492B | 300 €

499 | 300 €

504 | 200 €
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444 | 600 €

448 | 1.500 €

486 | 2.000 €

490 | 1.200 €

486 | 2 000 €
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491 | 6.000 €
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505 | 300 €

ex. 508 | 400 €

ex. 522 | 500 €

506 | 200 €

509 | 100 €

512 | 250 €

518 | 100 €

525 | 200 €

507 | 300 €

510 | 300 €

513 | 100 €

521 | 100 €

526 | 200 €
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500 | 3.000 € ex. 535 | 1.000 €

ex. 533 | 1.000 € ex. 534 | 1.000 €
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ex. 536 | 20.000 €
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MONTAG / 7. MÄRZ 2011 – MONDAY / 7   OF MARCH 2011

india :: park collection / Einzellose – single lots

Beginn der Versteigerung 9.30 Uhr – start at 9.30 am

Los-Nr. 1 - 535A

th

INDIA - PREPHILATELY
P 1 1817, India Packet Letter London to Bengal from Inverness with KINGS POST Feb. 1817 E Inverness to 

Dinapore rated „1/712“ with large boxed additional 12d h.s., red Edinburgh d.s. and alongside a � ne 
„(crown)/INDIA PACKET LETTER/LONDON“ (Tab.INP3) d.s. with on the reverse a near complete strike of 
the boxed „KINGS POST“ d.s. Fine. (M) b 400,-

P 2 1826 CHANDERNAGORE POST OFFICE extremely rare oval pre-stamp strike on folded letter to 
Addah Khoohallgsour - missing in most French India collections. b 1.000,-

P 3 1828, RARE „HORATIO HARDY“ signed (forwarded from the Jerusalem Coffee House) cover to In-
dia dt 17 Jan. 1828 forwarded by another Agent from Calcutta to „Goruckpore“ (received there 
6 June) with only Calcutta arrival backstamps. Hardy was proprietor of the famous Jerusalem 
Coffee House from c.1815 - 1840, but his signed Forwarded letters (always to India) are only 
recorded from 1823 to 1828. In his way he was as important a character in Anglo-Indian Postal 
History as Thomas Waghorn. Angus Parker spent many years trying to � nd another cover but 
failed. Rare Indian Mails Exhibition Item. (T) b 6.000,-

P 4 „UMRITSUR BEARING“ in blue and black & „UMRITSUR/PAID“ in red on 3 different folded letters b 60,-

P 5 1848, „Detained for Postage“ unrecorded by Giles & „CALCUTTA GPO“ boxed 51x26mm (scarce - only 
used between Jan-April 1848), also unrecorded on prestamp entire to Madeira, Portugal „via Southamp-
ton per Bentinck“ along with „INDI“ „A“ missing and other interesting strikes & manuscript markings. Very 
desirable cover both for rare markings and destination. b 200,-

INDIA
P 6 1852, ½a Scinde Dawk white (SG S1) with 3 wide margins just cutting into the right cancelled 

by very scarce small circle of dots - Sismondo certi� cate SG S1 g 800,-

P 7 1852, ½a Scinde Dawk white (SG S1) with 3 clear margins & the fourth cut close to the emboss-
ing cancelled by diamond of dots (Jalcooper type H) - Sismondo certi� cate SG S1 g 600,-

P 8 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a blue with margins on 3 sides barely touching in the bottom tied by dia-
mond of dots cancel used on small piece - Rare as such - RPSL certi� cate SG S2 d 6.000,-

P 9 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a blue used with all 4 clear margins cancelled „95“ - extremely � ne - Behr 
certi� cate SG S2 g 5.000,-

P 10 1852, ½ anna blue Scinde Dawk (SG S2) with very large margins all around used on piece can-
celled 9x9 diamond of dots with very minor vertical crease (mentioned for accuracy). A superb 
copy with very � ne appearance. BPA certifcate. SG S2 g 4.000,-

P 11 1852, ½a red Scinde Dawk tied by small diamond of dots to fragment. This is the � rst stamp of 
Asia and a great rarity. In order to prevent from it being reused, this stamp was made out of wax 
so that it cracks upon usage. As such, out of the handful of examples that exist, most are found 
heavily cracked and mounted to a different piece to which they do not belong. This example is in 
an excellent state of preservation with minor cracks, on the original piece of the letter to which 
it belonged. A great rarity. APS certi� cate. SG S3 d 10.000,-

P 12 Lion & Palm Tree essay ½a brown marginal with huge margins on embossed card - Rare (*)  500,-

P 13 1852, Lion & Palm Tree Essay from original die in black with Jalcooper‘s initial on back (*)  500,-

P 14 1852, Gothic Head Essay from original die in black with Jalcooper‘s initial on back (*)  500,-

P 14A 1854, ½a blue die I (SG 2) complete sheet of 96 stamps on „No.4/STAMP OFFICE“ with Coat 
of Arms of the East India Co. watermark sideways lithographed in Calcutta at the Of� ce of the 
Surveyor-General - with vertical strip affecting the stamps on the 4th column, other minor pe-
ripheral faults not affecting stamps. Repaired split affecting 2 stamps. Professionally restored 
to neutralize the acid build up. Very few intact sheets have survived, as such extremely rare. Cat 
£9120 as singles. (M) SG 2 (*)  10.000,-

P 15 1854, folded letter bearing 1854 ½a blue die I (SG 2) tied by scarce blue diamond of dots used 27 Oct 
1854 with boxed „AM“ in black - early usage of this stamp SG 2 b 300,-

P 16 1854, ½a die I unused with major retouch to chignon with large margins SG 2 (*)  200,-
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P 17 1854, Group of 10 covers bearing 1854 ½a - unchecked for dies (M) ex SG 2/10 b 300,-

18 1854, A study of the ½a die I with special emphasis on retouches (M) SG 2/5 g 200,-

18A 1854, A study of the ½a die I „B“ stone with special emphasis on retouches (M) SG 2/5 g 100,-

P 19 1854, proof of the ½a in black with corner ornaments later used for the 1a stamp (*)  100,-

P 20 1854, Proof on thick die card in black of the 1854 1/2a lithograph with wide margins & extra wide margin 
on top. (*)  100,-

P 21 1854, Thuilliers Essay of the ½a red with wide margins all around - rare (*)  300,-

22 1854, reprints from the unissued die of the ½a in blue, ½a in red & 1a in red (*)  100,-

P 23 1854, Thuilliers Essay of the 1a blue with extra wide margins all around - rare (*)  200,-

P 24 1854, 1a blue proof of the unissued head with Jalcooper‘s initial on back (*)  100,-

P 25 1854, 2a green proof of the unissued design with Jalcooper‘s initial on back (*)  100,-

P 26 1854, ESSAY of the unadopted design of QV 8a octagonal in blue and red Spence #1 - scarce (*)  200,-

P 27 1854, 8a red & blue proof of the unissued design with Jalcooper‘s initial on back (*)  100,-

P 28 1855, folded letter from Simla to UK via Southampton bearing 1854 ½a die I x 2 (SG 2) singles tied by 
diamond of dots, left stamp with retouched eye. The 1a franking paid for the internal rate postage from 
Simla to Bombay, Sea postage being unpaid SG 2 (2) b 300,-

P 29 1858, native cover from Bombay to Cutch Mandi bearing 1854 ½a die I (SG2) with „BOMBAY 
Paid/14.7.58“ in red & a rare strike of „Rg. House/No.2“ on reverse - a very late usage of the 
1854 lithograph stamp SG 2 b 800,-

30 1854, ½ anna - a sellection of 16 used copies arranged by the different dies & shades. (T) SG 2-10 g 200,-

P 31 1854, ½a pale blue Die I unused blk/8 with inverted watermark pos 26, 27, 28, 29 / 34, 35, 36, 
37 with broken Stone in pos 27 & 34, retouch of chignon in pos 36, retouch to the hair below ear 
in pos 37 and various retouches - vertical crease in the right pair - a scarce block SG 3 £1040+ SG 3 (8) (*)  1.000,-

P 32 1855, folded letter from Agra to Calcutta bearing a nice copy of 1854 ½a pale blue die I (SG 3) with large 
margins tied by neat diamond of dots SG 3 b 100,-

P 33 1854, ½a pale blue block of 3 with „B/146“ Pegu, Burma with major retouches on stamp posi-
tion 1 & 2 SG 3 (3) (*)  600,-

P 34 1854, ½a dp blue die I (SG 4) unused bottom left corner marginal blk/4 showing ornaments on 
both sides. Retouch of eye in 1st stamp and mouth in 4th stamp. Cat £440+ SG 4 v/* 600,-

P 35 1854, ½a deep blue die I used horizontal strip of 4 with good to large margins all around SG 4 (4) g 300,-

P 36 1855, folded registered letter to Bombay bearing 1854 ½a deep blue die I (SG 4) with manu-
script „Stamped and registered“ - ½a stamp paying the postage rate, 4a registration fee being 
paid in cash - early registered covers are rare SG 4 b 600,-

P 37 1855, cover bearing 1854 ½a indigo die I (SG 5) vertical pair, top stamp with major chignon 
retouch tied by scarce small � ne rhombus of dots to UK with oval „INDIA“ in red, „BOMBAY“ 
transit cds & UK red arrival on reverse. The 1a franking paid for the internal rate postage to 
Bombay, Sea postage being unpaid SG 5 (2) b 600,-

P 38 1854, ½ anna Die II „C“ Stone, sub-stone „b“ unused bottom complete 3 rows (pos. 73-96) of 
24 with full sheet margins, ornaments and sheet inscription etc; showing retouches to chignon 
on pos. 79 & 87; retouches to eye on pos. 82, 89, 90, 91; prominent � aw between 81 & 89 and 
no dot to the right of 96. with minor ink stating limited to the margins. A rare large multiple of 
the sub-stone ‚b“ printing. (M) SG 6 (24) (*)  4.000,-

P 39 1854, ½ anna Die II „C“ Stone deep blue unused bottom left corner block of 6 with sheet mar-
gins, inscriptions & ornaments (SG 6) with trivial soiling mentioned for accracy. SG 6 (6) (*)  1.000,-

P 40 1854, ½ anna Die II „C“ Stone indigo unused bottom right corner block of 4 with sheet margins 
& ornaments (SG 7) - the right two copies being of much deeper shade with trivial soiling men-
tioned for accracy. SG 7 (4) v/(*) 800,-

P 41 1858, mourning cover from Ahmedabad Cantonment to Bombay bearing 1854 ½a die II (SG 6) tied by 
„23“ in diamond of bars with boxed insuf� cient & „BOMBAY G.P.O./1858/OC 13“ cds in blue on reverse SG 6 b 200,-

42 1854, A study of the ½a die II & die III (M) SG 6/10 g 100,-

43 1854, A study of the ½a die III (M) SG 6/7 g 100,-

P 44 1856, folded letter from Cuddapah to Secunderabad bearing 1854 ½a die III (SG 9) greenish blue tied by 
scarce blue „C/33“ in diamond of dots SG 9 b 150,-

P 45 1856, cover from Yeodah to Ahmednagar bearing 1854 ½a greenish blue die III (SG 9) tied by „58“ in 
diamond of bars with „YEODAH Paid“ and scarce „AHMEDNUGGUR FREE“ oval strike in black on reverse SG 9 b 400,-

P 46 1856, Folded letter from Bombay to Kaira bearing 1854 ½a die III greenish blue (SG 9) & 1856 
East India ½a pale blue (SG 38) - a nice mixed issue usage SG 9, 38 b 600,-
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P 47 Reprint of the 1854 ½a red strip of 8 underprinted „SPECIMEN“ on reverse - so that each stamp has one 
letter of the word (T) (*)  200,-

P 48 Reprint of the 1854 ½a blue strip of 8 underprinted „SPECIMEN“ on reverse - so that each stamp has one 
letter of the word (T) (*)  200,-

P 49 1854, 1a deep red die I unused with margins all around SG 11 (*)  400,-

P 50 1854, folded letter from Calcutta to Rangoon, Burma bearing 1854 1a die I x 2 (SG 11) tied by 
diamond of dots with manuscript „½ Tola“, unusual „CALCUTTA G.P.O./ Ship letter / 18 OCT 
1854“ in red and rare small „RANGOON POST OFFICE“ cds in black with „Bearing 1 anna Ship“ 
in manuscript. SG 11 b 600,-

P 51 1855, cover from Madras to Bombay beaing 1854 1a deep red die I pair (SG 11) tied by diamond of dots, 
„MADRAS Paid/JAN 30 1855“ strike in red & „BOMBAY/FE5/1855“ arrival cds on reverse SG 11 b 300,-

P 52 1854, 1 anna red Die I unused vertical pair (SG 12) with large margins all around, with small 
tear on the right margin of the bottom stamp not affecting the stamp design. Cat £850 SG 12 p/(*) 600,-

P 53 1854, 1a die I (SG 12) horizontal strip of three, all 4 clear margins, cancelled with octogon ‚‘B/30‘‘, small 
faults (thin and tear at bottom and top, outside the frameline) fresh and � ne multiple SG 12 (3) g 200,-

P 54 1854, folded letter from Madras to Palamcottah bearing 1854 1 anna Die I (SG 12)with large margins tied 
by diamond of dots cancel with Madras and Palamcottah pre-stamp strikes in red on reverse. SG 12 b 100,-

P 55 1855, cover to UK franked with 1854 1a die I (SG 12) tied by diamond of dots with manuscript 
„Overland Mail/via Marseilles“ and „Inland Stamped“ also in manuscript with „BOMBAY/3 OCT 
1855“ transit and UK arrival cds in red. The 1a franking paid for the internal rate postage to 
Bombay, Sea postage being unpaid SG 12 b 500,-

P 56 1854, Registered letter - envelope (reduced at left and some tears) bearing 1854 1 anna Die I pair (SG 
12) tied by diamond of dots with „Registered letter / Calcutta“ in manuscript. SG 12 (2) b 300,-

P 57 1854, 1a red Dies I, II & III all with good to very large margins SG 12, 14, 15 g 100,-

P 58 1855, cover to London bearing 1854 1 anna Die II (SG 13) tied by small rombus of diamond of dots with 
boxed „INDIA“ in red, „CALCUTTA / 3 FEB. 1855“ transit cds in red and UK arrival cds in red on reverse.The 
1 anna adhesive paid the internal postage from Ootacamund to Madras - overseas postage being unpaid. SG 13 b 200,-

P 59 1854, 1a dull red die II unused block of 6 with margins all around SG 14 (6) (*)  600,-
P 60 1855, cover from Ootacamund to Scotland bearing 1854 1 anna Die II tied by diamond of dots with ma-

nuscript „Via Madras & Marseilles“ and „Inland postage paid“ and UK arrival cds in red on reverse. The 1 
anna adhesive paid the internal postage from Ootacamund to Madras - overseas postage being unpaid. SG 14 b 300,-

P 61 1857, cover from Sangor to Mhow bearing 1854 1 anna dull red Die III (SG 16) tied by „215“ in diamond 
of horizontal bars. A late usage of the 1854 lithograph issue. SG 16 b 400,-

P 62 1854, ESSAY of 4a with wide margins Spence #51 position 2 - rare (*)  300,-

P 63 1854, 4a 1st printing Head I Frame I (SG 18) unused cut square with extremely scarce major 
retouch of the chignon and also in band of diadem - very � ne with 3 clear margins except top 
£7000 - RPS certi� cate SG 18 (*)  5.000,-

P 64 1854, 4 anna blue & pale red Head I Frame I (SG 18) unused with wavy lines on three sides and 
rosettes at foot with grease mark on back and two minute natural paper pinholes not detracting 
from the beauty of this seldom seen stamp with such attractive margins. BPA certifcate. SG 18 (*)  10.000,-

P 65 1854, India‘s most famous stamp - The 1854 4 anna blue & pale red Head I (position 1) Frame 
I (position 12) with major error „Head Inverted“ (SG 18a), Williams „Rare & Famous Stamps, 
Vol.2“, example H, cut to shape with clear to good margins all around, horiz bend and and a 
trace of thinning at foot (mentioned for accuray) cancelled with a � ne strike of the rare „Hollow 
Diamond of Dots“ in red. The Hollow Diamond of Dots is generally associated with usage in the 
Straits Settlements. This example is arguably the rarest copy of the famous „Head Inverted“ - a 
Classic Indian Rarity. BPA certi� cate. (M) SG 18a g 100.000,-

P 66 1854, India‘s most famous stamp - The 1854 4 anna blue & pale red 1st printing Head I (position 
10) Frame I (position 3) with major error „Head Inverted“ (SG 18a), Williams „Rare & Famous 
Stamps, Vol.2“, example XXVII, cut to shape with small tear at foot (mentioned for accuray) 
cancelled with Bombay circle diamond of nine bars - a Classic Indian Rarity. BPA certi� cate. SG 18a g 80.000,-

P 67 1854, 4a 1st printing Head 1 Frame 1 (SG 18) cut square with huge margin at left, clear on top, touching 
at right and cut into the bottom with dumb of 10 parallel bars cancel - very � ne SG 18 g 400,-

P 68 1854, 4a 1st printing SG 18 x 2 (both cut square) with scissor cut on the left stamp on 1856 part folder 
letter to France via Marseilles with „INDIA PAID“ SG 18 b 400,-

P 69 1854, 4a blue & red six cut-square copies, various dies. SG 17/26 g 1.000,-

P 70 1855, folded letter from Ootacamund to London beaging 1854 ½ anna Die I (SG 2) + 1854 4 
annas 2nd printing Head II Frame I (SG 19) x 2 cut square copies tied by diamond of dots with 
„Prepaid via Southampton“ in manuscript, trisected boxed „OOTACAMUND / 1855 August 7 / 
Paid“ strike in red, „INDIA PAID“ in red crescent and London Paid cds in red. The ½ anna paid 
the internal postage to Bombay and the 8 annas paid the rate from Bombay to London. SG 19 (2), SG 2 b 1.500,-
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P 71 1854, 4 anna blue & red with error - watermark inverted and reversed (SG 19) an unused copy 
with exceptionally large example with wavy lines on three sides with fresh bright colours, min-
ute traces of staining removed at top and faint vertical crease neither of which are visible from 
the front (mentioned for accuracy). BPA certi� cate. SG 19 (*)  10.000,-

P 72 1854, 4a Head II Frame I blue and red with margins all around and printing � aw in „F“ and „O“ 
of „FOUR“ cancelled by superb strike of the rare blue diamond of dots SG 19 g 600,-

P 73 1854, 4 anna blue & red 2nd printing Head II Frame I with major error „Head Double“ (SG 19a) 
cut to shape (as is the case with all three recorded copies) with margins intact nearly all around 
neatly cancelled with diamond of dots, small light mark below neck (mentioned for accuracy). 
It should be noted that only three copies are known of this great rarity - this being the � nest 
example and arguably one of the greatest rarities of Indian philately. This stamp was pictured in 
the Martin & Smythies book. BPA ceri� cate. SG 19a g 25.000,-

P 74 1854, 4 anna blue & red 2nd printing Head II Frame I with major error „Frame Double“ (SG 
19var) cut to shape with traces of margin in places, cancelled with diamond of dots with part 
cds in red on top. This is the only recorded example, of this major error in private hands being 
discovered in 1983 - arguably the rarest Indian stamp. RPS certi� cate. SG 19var g 30.000,-

P 75 1854, 4a 2nd printing Head 2 Frame 1 (SG 19) pair with wavy line in between, both with retouches to 
the inner circle of the frame - cut square with all clear margins barely grazing at left each with � ne 8x9 
diamond of dots cancel - a � ne example. Cat. £1800 SG 19 p/g 400,-

P 76 1854, 4a 2nd printing Head II Frame I (SG 19) pair with wavy line both tied by 9x10 diamond 
of dots and by framed „MADRAS/GPO/22 JUL 55“ and London „PAID/6 SEP 55“ with crescent 
framed INDIA PAID and DUNDRUM 7 SEP 55 double arc cds forwarded within Dublin to Phils-
borough, backstamped „7 SEP 55“ and „8 SEP 55“ green cds‘s - adhesives creased by envelope 
� ap - BPA certi� cate SG 19 b 4.000,-

P 77 Treaty Ports: Canton, 1854 (31 Dec.) - very early usage of the 2nd printing - entire letter from 
Bombay to Canton (written in native script), bearing India 4a. blue and red Head Die II, Frame 
Die I (2) both cut to shape, cancelled by diamond of bars, showing „Bombay/B.P.P./Paid“ h.s. in 
red, with „Bombay“ and „Hong Kong“ (29.1.55) double-arc d.s. on reverse, some ink erosion in 
address, rare usage with early Indian adhesives to Canton. SG 19 b 3.000,-

P 78 1854, 4 anna red and blue 3rd printing Head III Frame I (SG 21) position 2 unused with margins 
all around with variety - watermark inverted and reversed with minor repair of a thin spot in the 
hinge area which does not detract from the beauty of this great rarity. Sismondo certi� cate SG 21 (*)  15.000,-

P 79 1854, 4a 3rd printing Head III Frame I (SG 21) with pre-printing paper fold - extremely scarce in 
this period - RPS certi� cate SG 21 g 1.500,-

P 80 1854, 4a 3rd printing Head III Frame I, 5 copies all cut to shape SG 21 (5) g 250,-

P 81 1856, mourning cover from Kusowlee to UK bearing 1854 4a 3rd printing Head III Frame I (cut 
to shape) (SG 21) with major retouch of nose & lip tied by „154“ in diamond of horizontal bars 
with „via Southampton“ in manuscript, „KUSSOWLEE | 3 JUL/1856“ cds in red, boxed „INDIA 
PAID“ in red, „BOMBAY | 4 JUL/56“ transit cds in green, London Paid cds in red and „STROUD 
| SP 5/1856“ arrival cds in red on reverse - Sismondo certi� cate SG 21 b 2.000,-

P 82 1855, cover front to London bearing 1854 4a 3rd printing Head III Frame I (SG 21) x 2 singles (cut to 
shape) + 1854 1a die I tied by diamond of dots with boxed „INDIA PAID“ in red and London „PAID“ arrival 
tombstone strike in red - Sismondo certi� cate SG 21 b 300,-

P 83 1854, 4a Frame Die II Major Error HEAD OMITTED - cancelled by superb strike „B/147“ of Pen-
ang. Although not recorded by Gibbons, this must be a great rarity! g 25.000,-

P 84 1854, 4a 4th printing Head III Frame II (SG 22) strip/3 cut square with all clear to wide margins,  
manuscript „Cancelled“ and each with „C/76“ cancel - stamp surface worn a rare multiple SG 22 (3) g 1.000,-

P 85 1854 4a Head III Frame II (SG 23) unused cut square margins all around - small closed tear at 
right (repaired - barely visible) & scrape in front of „NN“ of „ANNAS“ - unused examples of 4a are 
extremely scarce £4000 - RPSL certi� cate SG 23 (*)  3.000,-

P 86 1854, 4a Head III Frame II (SG 23) unused cut square margins all around with frame retouch 
over „D“ of INDIA - small tear at left (repaired) - unused examples of 4a are extremely scarce. 
Cat. £4000 - RPSL certi� cate SG 23 (*)  3.000,-

P 87 1854, 4 anna blue & red 4th printing (SG 23) unused horizontal pair (position 14-15) with mar-
gins all around, minor spots at upper left not detracting from the beauty of this appealing un-
used multiple - multiples of unused 1854 4 annas are extremely rare. BPA certi� cate. SG 23 p/(*) 12.000,-

P 88 1856, Envelope to Scotland, franked with vertical pair 1854 4a. blue and red, wmk. part Coat-
of-Arms, Imperf roughly separated (few pins at border impress like serrated), 4th printing can-
celled by Bellary MADRAS „C/18“ in diamond of dots cancels, with red crescent framed „IN-
DIA PAID“ and British October 1856 cds. alongside, backstamped Bellary ds. and Edinburgh 
31/10/56 arrival cds., very unusual separated pair on cover and attractive, certi� cate BPA 
2010 SG 23 b 2.000,-
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P 89 1856, cover from Moradabad to UK via Southampton bearing 1854 4 annas 4th printing Head 
III Frame II (SG 23) cut square tied by „199“ in diamond of horizontal bars with „MORADABAD 
/ 14 / JUL / 1856“ dispatch cds with Agra and Bombay transit cds, boxed „PM“ in red, boxed 
„INDIA PAID“ in red and London Paid cds in red. SG 23 b 700,-

P 90 1855, folded letter from Calcutta to Mauritius beaging 1854 4 annas Head III Frame II pair tied 
by Calcutta „B/1“ strike with MAURITIUS / JU 4 / 1855 „ arrival trike on black. SG 23 b 1.500,-

P 91 1855, folded letter from Calcutta to France bearing 1854 4 annas 4th printing pair Head III 
Frame II with corners cut to shape tied by diamond of dots with „per Hindoostan Str via Suez & 
Marseilles“ in manuscript with „CAL GPO / 8 OCT 1855“ dispatch cds in red, „PEHMOLLER & 
CO / CALCUTTA“ oval forwarding agents strike in blue, „10“ accountancy annotation in black 
crayon, „MARSEILLES / 14 / NOV / 55“ & „PARIS A BORDEAUX / 15 NOV / 55“ transit cds in 
red and black respectively and „BORDEAUX / 15 NOV. / 55“ delivery cds in black on reverse. SG 23 (2) b 1.500,-

P 92 1854, 4 anna red and blue 5th printing Head III Frame II (SG 25) position 7 unused with unusu-
ally large margins all around with a prominent retouch of the Queen‘s pro� le and nose (previ-
ously unrecorded). A superb copy with rich colours. Sismondo certi� cate. SG 25 (*)  8.000,-

P 93 1854, 4a 5th printing Head III Frame II stamps spaced 4-6mm vertical pair with margins all 
around and 3mm scissor cut betwwn the 2 stamps. Minor staining on upper stamp. Unused 
multiples of 4a litho stamps are extremely rare. Cat £37500 using the same multiple factor as 
of used pair. Ex The Queen‘s Royal Collection SG 25 p/(*) 20.000,-

P 94 1862, cover from Bangalore to UK bearing 1854 4a 5th printing vertical pair (SG 25) corners 
cut to shape tied by „C/10“ in diamond of dots with manuscript „via Marseilles“, boxed „BAN-
GALORE/1856 DEC 25/PAID“ in red, crescent „INDIA PAID“ with Bombay transit cds and „DEN-
BY/30 JA/1857/A“ arrival cds (M) SG 25 b 1.200,-

P 95 1856, cover bearing 1854 4a lithograph Head III Frame II wide setting 5th printing (SG 25) wide 
to huge margins from Madras to UK with manuscript „via Southampton“, „MADRAS/1856/NO 
27“, crescent „INDIA PAID“ and London „PAID/FL/12 JA/1857“ - top right corner of the cover 
is repaired to enhance the appearance - does not affect the stamp. Covers with franking of this 
printing are very scarce - Brandon certi� cate SG 25 b 1.500,-

P 96 1854 4a reprint in wide setting with wavy lines on Govt of India watermarked paper bottom left marginal 
copy with inscription „12 POSTAGE STAMP…“ at left and „LITH. Under the Supce. of ….“ at bottom - extre-
mely scarce (*)  150,-

97 1854, Reprint of the 4a Head III Frame II with „SPECIMEN“ on back (*)  100,-

98 Reprint of 1854 4a with Essay head ovpt „SPECIMEN“ on reverse - scarce (*)  100,-

P 99 1854, ½ anna blue Die I with serrated perf 18 on three sides (SG 27) neatly cancelled by Vellore 
„C/123“ diamond of dots in blue-black. A superb example of this great rarity of which only 6 ex-
amples have been recorded - this copy is illustr. in the Martin & Smythies book. BPA certi� cate SG 27 g 20.000,-

P 100 1854, 4 anna blue & red Head III Frame II with pin perf all around (SG 30) neatly cancelled by 
Arcot „C/124“ in diamond of dots. A great rarity of which only three eamples have been re-
corded - this being the � nest known copy; illustrated on plate 7 of the Martin & Smythies book. 
BPA certi� cate. (M) SG 30 g 30.000,-

P 101 1854, 2a (SG 31) unused marginal strip of 3 with frameline on bottom of all stamps & sheet 
margin on the left - scarce SG 31 (*)  500,-

P 102 1854, 2 anna complete sheet of 80 with major error - watermark inverted. Very rich colour. 
Minor creasing and periferal stains not affecting the stamps. This is the � nest  of the 4 known 
complete sheets of this issue + this being the unique example with watermark inverted. A great 
Indian rarity. (M) SG 31 (80) (*)  60.000,-

P 103 1854, 2 anna unused with original experimental gum printed on the rare „STAMP OFFICE One 
Anna“ with part of sheet watermark (SG 31 var). Sismondo certi� cate. SG 31 var *    1.200,-

P 104 1854, 2a used horizontal pair with very dry printing SG 31 p/g 100,-

P 105 1854, 2a green (shades) - 8 used copies all with 4 margins SG 31 (8) g 100,-

P 106 1857, folded letter from Vizagapatam to London bearing 1854 2 anna pair with extra frame lines (SG 31) 
tied by „C/80“ in diamond of dots with „via Southampton“ in manuscript with „INDIA PAID“ in black cre-
scent (instead of red),“VIZAGAPATAM / 1857 / MY 3“ cds, „TOO LATE“ in black serpentine with tombstone 
London arrival strike in red. SG 31 (2) b 400,-

P 107 1854, 2a with plate � aw on cover to Rangoon, Burma with „CALCUTTA G.P.O./8 AP 55“ cds in 
red on reverse b 800,-

P 108 1857, folded letter bearing 1854 2a imperf variety with framelines on all sides (scarce) + East 
India ½a blue pair x 2 all tied by „B/1“ on cover to Dinan, France with manuscript „via Mar-
seilles“ & „per Steamer Ava 21 March 57“, with „GEORGE TEIL & Co CALCUTTA“ forwarding 
agents mark in blue, rectangular boxed „INDIA UNPAID“, boxed „INSUFFICIENT“ in red; on re-
verse „CAL G.P.O.“, „CALCUTTA G.P.O.“, Paris transit and Dinan delivery strikes - a rare combina-
tion cover of two different issues. SG 31, 37 b 3.000,-
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P 109 1858, Mourning cover from lahore to UK bearing 1854 2 annas (SG 31) and 1856 4 annas (SG 45) tied 
by „137“ with „via Bombay & Marseilles“ in manuscript with „BOMBAY / JA 4 / 1858“ transit cds and 
boxed „INDIA PAID“ in red and London arrival cds in red. An attractive cover bearing both the imperf and 
perf issue. SG 31 b 400,-

P 110 1866 ca., ‚West India Postage‘, imperf proof of 4a rose-carmine in vertical top marginal block of 6, unused 
without gum, partially toned at back, � ne with printing error (white spot and line) at top left. (*)  300,-

P 111 QV 4a red PROOF inscribed WEST INDIA POSTAGE strip of 10 - vertical crease affecting all stamps resulting 
in split in 3 stamps (M) (*)  300,-

P 112 1855, 4a black on blue glazed paper mint with part gum SG 35 *    300,-

P 113 1855 Experimental printing of 1a brown on bluish paper with no watermark - mint in superb 
condition *    1.500,-

P 114 1855, 4a black on bluish paper, � ne mounted mint. (SG £750) SG 35 *    300,-

P 115 1855, 4a black on blue glazed paper mint with part gum with hinge remnant SG 35 *    300,-

P 116 1869, folded letter to Scotland bearing singe 1855 4a black on blue glazed and another bi-
sected diagonally to pay the 6a 1/4oz. Rate via Marseille, each cancelled octagonal „B/172“ 
(SG 35b) with „SINGAPORE“ transit & Glasgow arrival cds on reverse - BPA certi� cate SG 35 , SG 35b b 8.000,-

P 116A 1859 (Sept. 19.), 4a black on bluish glazed paper BISECTED together with 4a single and 8a 
carmine on entire from Singapore to Cheshire/England, tied with ‚‘B/172‘‘ octogons, endorsed 
‚14 as/Stemp/... oz‘, and ‚via Marseille‘, with red transit double cds and Manchester (blue) and 
Stalybridge (black) arrival cds‘s (Oct. 31.) on reverse. Minor faults (8a stamp with corner perf 
faults, entire with traves of folding and ageing), otherwise � ne. BPA certi� cate (1955) SG 35b et al. b 10.000,-

P 117 1855, 4a black on blue glazed paper bisected copy on piece tied by „B/172“ of Singapore can-
cel. Cat for bisect on cover £13000 SG 35b d 1.500,-

P 118 1855, 8a carmine on bluish paper, fresh, very � ne unused. (SG £650) SG 36 *    300,-

P 118A 1856 only known complete imperf sheet of 1/2a blue (SG 37a). Please note that this is the only 
known complete sheet in existence for this entire issue & is probably UNIQUE. (M) SG 37 a *    20.000,-

P 119 1856-64, 1a brown IMPERF marginal blk/4 (SG 39b) £1600+ with photocopy of Holcombe cer-
ti� cate for blk/16 SG 39b v/(*) 800,-

P 120 1856-64, 1a brown no wmk Imperf top right corner marginal block of 8 (SG 39b) with rare plate 
no. „2“ & showing sheet watermark „STAGE“ of „POSTAGE“ on right margin. Cat. £3200+ Hol-
combe certi� cate for blk/16 SG 39b (*)  2.000,-

P 121 1856, 2a dull pink unused with part gum £750 SG 41 *    400,-

P 122 1856, 2a pink (unusually dark shade) unused with part gum £750 SG 41 *    300,-

P 123 1858, cover with manuscript „Camp near Patna“ and „Per Overland mail / via Calcutta & Marseilles“  be-
aring 1856 1 annna, 2 anna & 4 annas (total 7 annas - 6 annas postage and 1 anna late fee) with boxed 
„TOO LATE“ an „INDIA PAID“ in red, „CAL GPO“ transit strike in red and London arrival cds in red. b 100,-

P 124 1856-64, QV 2a dull pink, 4a grey-black, 1865 2a orange, 2a brown-orange, 1866 6a8p slate, 1868 8a 
rose, 1874 9p brt-mauve, 1876 6a olive-bistre all with SPECIMEN overprints - condition varies, some with 
faults & perf trimmed.

SG 41, 46, 62, 
63, 72, 73, 
77, 80 *    200,-

P 125 1859, 2a yellow-buff, mounted mint, short tear and short perf at left, otherwise � ne. (SG £450) SG 42 *    150,-

P 126 1856, 2a yellow buff unused, small stains, with gum £450 SG 42 *    200,-

P 127 1856, 2a orange mint hinged £700 SG 44 *    300,-

P 128 1856, 4a black unused with part original gum with perforation shifted £450 SG 45 *    200,-

P 129 1856-64, 4a black, mounted mint, fresh and � ne. (SG £450) SG 45 *    200,-

P 130 1856, 4a black unused with gum - minor crease not visible from front £450 SG 45 *    200,-

P 131 1864, cover from Calcutta to UK bearing 1856 4a grey black (SG 46) & 1a bown strip of 3 (SG 39) all tied 
by „CALCUTTA | DEC 22/64“ & „1“ Type 9 duplex in blue (scarce), „CALCUTTA | INDIA PAID | DE 26/64“ 
cds in red, „LONDON/PAID“ cds in red & „BRIGHTON JA 26/65“ arrival cds on reverse

SG 46, SG 
39 (3) b 100,-

P 132 1856, 4a grey black unused with part original gum £425 SG 46 *    200,-

P 133 1856-64, 4a grey-black, MINT NEVER HINGED, fresh and very � ne. (SG £425 +++) SG 46 **   300,-

P 134 1856, 4a grey black unused with part original gum £425 SG 46 *    200,-

P 135 1864, 4a green, � ne mounted mint and fresh colour. (SG £1700) SG 47 *    800,-

P 136 1856, 4a green unused with large part original gum £1700 SG 47 *    800,-
P 137 1856-64, 8a carmine, mounted mint, one short tooth at left, � ne and fresh. (SG £600) SG 48 *    200,-

P 138 1856, 8a carmine die I unused with part original gum - minor perforation fault at foot £450 SG 48 *    100,-

P 139 1856, 8a pale carmine die I unused with large part original gum £650 SG 49 *    300,-

P 140 1856, 8a pale carmine die I unused with part original gum £650 SG 49 *    300,-
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P 140A 1859, 8a pale carmine, BISECTED, tied by ‚‘B/172‘‘ octogon of Singapore to piece. Short top 
left corner tooth, otherwise very � ne. (SG for bisected on cover: £80.000) SG 49a d 8.000,-

P 141 1856, 2a yellow-green, cancelled perfectly with ‚‘SEP-6-55‘‘ trial obliteration, very fresh colour 
and paper, very � ne. A rare stamp. (SG £1500 ++) SG 50 g 2.000,-

P 142 1860, 8a purple on bluish paper, unmounted mint right marginal copy with part of inscription and margi-
nal sheet wmk (...ST...), little imperfections (toned areas at gum, short foot tooth, but still � ne and fresh. 
(SG £300++) SG 51 **   200,-

P 143 1856/64, Imperf plate proofs of the 1856-64 4a green, 8a carmine, 1874 9p brt. Mauve & 1876 
12a venetian red SG 47, 48, 77 & 82 - a RARE compilation, catalog as normals over £2300, 
should be worth several times the regular catalog - condition varies, (*)  800,-

P 144 1856-64, QV ½ a imperforated with right sheet margin, no watermark but with part of sheet watermark, 
toned gum, scarce. (£475 for pair) *    100,-

P 145 1858, „GOA P.P“ 1858 boxed cachet + POR ALEXANDRIA + „120“ Tax marking on entire letter 
datelined „PANGIN“ via SUEZ to PORTUGAL. Rare. Superb. b 2.000,-

P 146 1860, 8p purple on bluish unused with part original gum LH - superb copy £300 SG 51 *    150,-

P 147 1860, 8p purple on bluish unused with part original gum LH - superb copy £300 SG 51 *    150,-

P 148 1860, 8p purple horizontal strip of 5 with � ne strikes of „F.F.“ on each, hinged remnants on 
back - largest known multiple of this stamp used from the Abyssinian Field Force - a remarkable 
beauty. g 1.200,-

P 149 1860, 8p purple on bluish, 1865 2a orange, 1866 4a green & 6a8p slate all with „F.F.“ cancels g 300,-

P 150 1862. 2a yellow & 4a grey black on cover via Bombay & Marseilles to GB redirected with 1d red GB to 
London - with faults & part back � ap missing. b 150,-

P 151 1865, ½a pale blue (die I) plate proof - complete imperf pane of 80 with sheet margins all 
around on unwatermarked paper - a spectacular unique sheet (M) SG 55 var (*)  15.000,-

P 152 1865, A group of 7 top marginal panes of 16 with the ornate margin design of the 1865 1 anna 
(SG 58) & 2 anna (SG 62), 1866 4 anna (SG 69) & 6a8p (SG 72), 1868 8 anna (SG 73), 1878 
9 pies (SG 78) and 1876 6 anna (SG 80) all overprinted „CANCELLED“ from the unique sheet 
retained in the De La Rue archives for use as colour standards, vide „The Specimen Stamps of 
British India“ by Marcus Samuel. The 8 anna (SG 73) has an extra row of „CANCELLED“ over-
printed on the margin. These are the second largest blocks in existance. (T)

ex SG 58 / 
SG 80 **   12.000,-

P 153 1865, 4a green, � ne mounted mint, fresh and attractive. (SG £500+) SG 64 *    200,-

P 154 1883, cover from Calcutta to UK bearing 1865 2 anna brown orange & 1874 1 rupee slate (SG 63 & 79) 
tied by „CALCUTTA / DEC 4“ & „C“ duplex Cooper type 35 with „WALLINGFORD / DE 27 / 83“ arrival cds 
on reverse. The cover is franked at the quadruple rate - a rare usage of the 1 rupee adhesive on cover. SG 63, 79 b 150,-

P 155 1865, 4a green unused part original gum £500 SG 64 *    200,-

156 1865, 4a green unused part original gum, loose corner tooth £500 SG 64 *    100,-

P 157 1866, QV 8a � scal stamp ovpt „SERVICE/POSTAGE“ in green - an Of� cial reprint in superb condition (*)  100,-

P 158 1867, folded letter from Madras to Scotland with „Via Marseilles“ in manuscript bearing 1866 
6 anna � scal stamp overprinted „POSTAGE“ in green (SG 66) & 1865 8 pies tied by „MADRAS / 
INDIA PAID / JA 13 / 1867“ & „1“ duplex cds and Edinburg arrival cds on reverse. SG 66 b 1.000,-

P 159 1868, cover from Bangalore addressed to Capt. Elliott, Field Force, Abyssinia bearing 1866 
4a (small corner perf fault) tied by „BANGALORE/FE 11/1868“ duplex cds with „BOMBAY/
FE 17/68“ transit cds in red & serpentine „TOO LATE“ strike in red. The Field Postmaster had 
forgotten to backstamp the envelope so there is no arrival date. Capt. Elliott, commanding the 
Royal Co. of The Madras Sappers & Miners, is mentioned in the despatch of Sir Robert Napier of 
May 12 1868 (See page 240 „Comassie & Magdala“ by Henry Stanley). It should be noted that 
inc. mail into the Field Force is much rarer than mail originating from the Field Force. b 1.500,-

P 160 1868, mouring cover from Jaipur to London with „Via Bombay & Southampton“ bearing 1866 
6 anna � scal stamp overprinted „POSTAGE“ in green (SG 66) tied by Jaipur  duplex cds with 
„AGRA“ octagonal transit strike in black and London arrival cds in red on reverse - A spectacular 
mourning cover. SG 66 b 1.000,-

P 161 1866, 6a foreign bill ovpt „POSTAGE“ type 16 (SG 68) unused pair heavily hinged extremely 
scarce mint and rare as as a pair. Cat. £3800++ RPSL certi� cate SG 68 p/* 3.000,-

P 162 1866, 6a � scal stamp ovpt POSTAGE type 16 unused with part original gum & hinge remnants 
£1700 SG 68 *    800,-

P 163 1866, 4a green die I 3 strikes of the master die proofs of SG 69 on unwatermarked paper SG 69 Proof (*)  1.200,-
P 164 1867, cover to Switzerland bearing 1866 6a8p (SG 72) tied by black horiz diamond of bars with „Via 

Bombay & Marseilles“ in manuscript, Agra and Dehlie octagonal transit strikes, Bombay transit cds in red, 
„TRAVELLING POST OFFICE / NO. 3“ cds in blue and Geneva 22 XII 67 arrival cds on reverse. A scarce 
proper usage of the 6a8p adhesive. SG 72 b 100,-
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P 165 INDIA TO U.S.A. - TRANSITIONAL U.P.U. COVER WITH SCARCE RED ‚1s/1d‘ ACCOUNTANCY MARK; Fine 8 
June 1875 env. from Calcutta to Boston ‚Via Bombay & Brindisi‘ franked by India 8as Red + 2as Orange 
tied by � rm‘s cachet and v. � ne plain barred diamonds having London (5 July 1875; � rst week of U.P.U.!) 
and Boston (17 July) ‚PAID‘ c.d.s.‘s on the front and a very � ne London Foreign Branch Handstruck red 
‚1s/1d‘ Accountancy Mark on the front. Rare thus; it left India before the UPU had started and reached 
London just 5 days after it had begun. b 200,-

165A 1870, 9 different colour trials of the „STAMP OFFICE / BOMBAY“ 23 rupee denomination with 
colour or colour recepie annotated on bottom. Unique (M) 1.000,-

P 166 1873, Die proof in black of ½a Die II redrawn on glazed card - RARE - handwritten in ink on reverse „2 
PLATES - 18-19/10/75-320 LEADS“ (*)  300,-

P 167 1899, ornate embossed cover from Calcutta addressed to the Maharaja of Cassimbazar franked on re-
verse with two copies of the 1883 ½ anna blue-green tied by „BAGH BAZAR / CALCUTTA / 16 JL. 99“ cds. 
A most attractive cover. SG 84 (2) b 100,-

P 168 1887 registered cover from Dhoraji addressed to the Mahajara of Manavadar bearing 8 copies (1 on 
reverse) of the 1883 ½ anna blue-green with boxed „REGISTERED / DHORAJI“ registration cachet, „DHO-
RAJI / 18 JL / 87“ dispatch cds and „MANAVADAR / KATHIAWAR / 18 JL / 87“ delivery cds on reverse. SG 84 (8) b 100,-

P 169 1882, QV ½a green variety DOUBLE IMPRSSION of stamp (SG 85a) £550 Mint - Sismondo certi� cate SG 85a *    400,-

P 170 1895, Queen Victoria De La Rue & Co colour recipe block of 4 DLR proofs in analine purple #642 
attached to part record book sheet endorsed „2 Rupees“ with recipe in black ink, subsequently 
notated „This ink is also used for the 5 Rupee“ in red, reverse is noted for recipe #646 with gum 
stains as usual - A unique archival piece. (T) 1.200,-

P 171 1895, Queen Victoria De La Rue & Co colour recipe block of 4 DLR proofs in violet #644 at-
tached to part record book sheet endorsed „4 Rupees“ with recipe in black ink, subsequently 
notated on reverse „This ink is also used for the 5 Rupee Foreign Papers“ in red, reverse is noted 
for recipe #648 with gum stains as usual - A unique archival piece. (T) 1.200,-

P 172 1898, QV ¼ on ½a pair error double impression of stamp SG110b. £700 as singles - extremely 
scarce as multiple - RPS certi� cate SG 110b p/* 500,-

P 173 QV Photographic Proof of design of 1899 3p on thick card (*)  100,-

P 174 QV 6a maize perforated ESSAY on gummed watermarked paper - design & color of 1900-02 
Edward issue. Extremely rare (*)  1.000,-

P 175 1902-11, KEVII set of 11 to 1r all ovpt ‚‘CANCELLED‘‘ in small (1.5 mm height) characters in black (scarce) 
unused � ne and fresh colors. *    300,-

P 176 1902-11 Edward complete set used SG 119/47 g 350,-

P 177 1902-11, KEVII 2 rupee - 25 rupee mint set of 6 values. Cat £1500 ex SG 138-147 *    800,-
P 178 1909, Edward 25r used from Calcutta £1000 SG 147 g 300,-

P 179 1909, Edward 25r cancelled by „SHOLAVANDAN/15 SEP 16“ - superb postally used copy cds 
£1000 SG 147 g 600,-

P 180 1909, Edward 25r cancelled „RANGOON/25 NOV 09“ Burma £1000 SG 147 g 400,-

P 181 1902-11, KEVII. 25r, � ne POSTALLY used. (SG £1000) SG 147 g 300,-

P 182 KEVII 5 anna De La Rue Die Proof with „30 OCT. 03“ and „AFTER HARDENING“ (M) 400,-

P 183 1904, picture postcard with Edward 1a Receipt adhesive to GB - not accepted as postage hence Taxed 
Postage Due & „SEA POST OFFICE C“ & GB unframed „2d“ due strike. Ak 100,-

P 184 GV Delhi SPECIMEN in marginal blocks of 4 3x1R & 3x2a all different colours - MNH scarce in 
this condition (24 stamps) v/** 600,-

P 185 1907, Edward 1r booklet SB 5 missing only 2x1a stamps with bottom part of front � ap cut 
out - the stamps are in pristine condition though there are minor cover faults. Cat for complete 
£1500. SG SB5 **   500,-

P 186 1911-22, KGV 4a, 8a, 12a, 5R & 25R PROOFS in strips of 3 with security punch hole - � ne mint 
in issued colors SG 174, 179, 184, 188 & 191. Cat £1000+ as normals. Rare from the printer‘s 
archives

ex SG 174/91 
Proof *    1.000,-

P 187 1911, KEVII 5r ultramarine & deep lilac complete pane of 12 with margins all around in pristine 
condition MNH - Rare in this condition £1920 (T) SG 188 **   1.500,-

188 1910, large preprinted registered cover from Delhi to Switzerland bearing KEVII ½a, 1a, 2a & 1r tied by 
„DELHI R.M.S./REG/26 AU/10“ cds with Switzerland indistinct arrival cds on reverse (M) b 150,-

P 189 GVI 3p unissued Bantom stamps bottom half sheet of 4 with sheet margins on 3 sides from 1 of 
2 sheets known - 2 stamps never hinged. One of the most desirable GVI stamps */** 3.000,-

P 190 1921, GV 1R8a booklet complete, � ne. SG SB 10a **   200,-

P 191 1921, 9p on 1a rose-carmine with ‚PIES PIES‘ surcharge error twice in vertical block of 6. The scarce 
SECOND setting where the error occurs on R. 2/13-16 of the third pane only. Fine unumounted mint (top 
pair mounted), scarce. (SG £360++) SG 192b (2) **/* 300,-
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P 192 1922, Gothic Crown ESSAY - 3 impressions of 1a orange-brown on single card, one inverted. 
Spence #25. Extremely scarce - 1 of 4 known in this color - with RPS certi� cate (T) (*)  2.000,-

P 193 1922, cover from King Hamilton & Co. Calcutta bearing a superb strike of India‘s � rst meter 
franking from the 1922 Moss N.Z. model D from machine number 2 which was supplied to King 
Hamilton & Co., Calcutta. The meter franking reads „POSTAGE/PAID/2/ONE ANNA/INDIA“ ap-
plied in pink. This is the � nest example of the only three known copies. b 1.500,-

P 194 1922 ¼a surcharge on GV ½a bright green top left marginal corner block of 4 handstamped „PROOF“ on 
each stamp - top 2 stamps with paper clip rusting

SG 195 var 
(Proof) v/* 100,-

P 195 1924 Souvenir issued to commemorate the VIII UPU in Stockholm with folder containing stamps of Br. 
India QV to KGV as well as KGV various Convention States. A very rare souvenir in pristine condition. (T) *    400,-

P 196 1927, registered cover from Imperial Bank of India - Madras to London bearing two strikes of the 1923 
2nd type meter franking (Universal N.Z.) with town in black and value in red one for 3 annas and the other 
for 2 annas with Madras registration label on reverse and „MADRAS/REG./5 MAY 27“ dispatch cds + 
additional 1928 Bombay G.P.O. Times B-7 and Calcutta G.P.O. G.A. & Co. C-2 on piece. (M) b 100,-

P 197 1934 souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 10th UPU in Cairo with GV multiple star issue to 25r 
+ 1929 airmail issue - stamps stuck down as issued. Cat for stamps alone £383 SG 201/225 (*)  300,-

P 198 1926-33, 2a bright purple with ‚Stop under ‚‘s‘‘ in right value‘, very � ne MNH in right marginal block of 4. 
(SG £160+) SG 205a v/** 100,-

P 199 1926/33, GV 3a ultramarine left marginal block of six, MAJOR PERFORATION ERROR - double perforation 
vertically & horizontally - the two horizontal perforations being so close to each other that it has created a 
gap between the rows, mint never hinged with toned gum. SG 208 p/* 150,-

P 200 1926, GV 1R corner marginal vertical pane of 6 with gutter margins on 3 sides with complete 
offset of both colours at back + printing shifted on reverse giving the look of double impression 
- an extremely rare error in this period MNH SG 214 **   600,-

P 201 1926, GV 1r with major error (Head omitted) one of 8 possible from a single sheet discovered 
without the chocolate printing (4 of which had only partial head omitted). Arguably one of the 
� nest copy with selvedge gutter - believed to be the greatest rarity of 20th century British India 
- toned gum & minor horizontal crease barely visible from front mentioned only for accuracy - 
never hinged £8500 SG 214a *    5.000,-

P 202 1926, GV 1r marginal vertical pair with gutter at bottom - variety double row of vert. perforation 
at right - perf. errors on the Rupee values of GV are seldom seen - hinge reinforcing - spectacular SG 214 var p/* 600,-

P 203 1931, GV Inauguration set printed on sheet with typographed „SPECIMEN“ overprint, pasted on 
card - probably unique - never offered before (M) SG 226/31 Spec (*)  1.000,-

P 204 1932, photographic PROOF of GV 9p stamp on sunken card signed by Archer dated 15.2.32 - scarce (M) (*)  400,-

P 205 1935, GV Silver Jubilee 1a marginal pair with major error - horizontal perforation shifted up-
wards by 5mm (gum toning) - A major rarity for this period SG 242 var p/* 800,-

P 206 1935, � rst day cover from Kotagiri to Switzerland bearing a complete set of the KGV Silver Ju-
bilee issue, the 3.5 anna with „bird on parapet“ � aw (SG 245a) tied by „KOTAGIRI / 6 MAY 35“ 
cds with „BOMBAY FOREIGN / B.P. / 9 MA 35“ transit cds on reverse. A rare usage of this error 
on a � rst day cover. (T) SG 245a FDC 600,-

P 207 1937/40, GVI complete set to 25r, mint lightly hinged. SG 247/64 *    100,-

P 208 1937 GVI 15r marginal gutter block of 4, horizontally folded in perforation, mint never hinged, £480 SG 263 v/** 200,-

P 209 1937, GVI 25r corner marginal block of 4 with gutter margins in superb MNH condition £680 SG 264 v/** 300,-

P 210 1934, souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 11th UPU in Buenos Aeros with GVI 3p to 5r - stamps 
stuck down as issued. SG 247/61 (*)  200,-

P 211 1934, souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 11th UPU in Buenos Aeros with GVI 3p to 5r - stamps 
stuck down as issued. SG 247/61 (*)  200,-

P 212 1947, die proof of the 1 ½a Independence issue in black on thick card mounted on card with 
manuscript „This design was also started at the same time 40 Reams (100 000) on 1-11-47“ 
signed by Archer, the designer of this stamp. Unique (T) (*)/* 800,-

P 213 1947, UPU presentation folder containing GVI stamps from 3p to 1r (*)  100,-

P 214 1948, Gandhi private illustrated First Day Cover bearing Gandhi 1 ½a tied by „BANGALORE/15 AUGUST 
1948“ oval commemorative cancel with Bangalore delivery cds on reverse (T) SG 305 FDC 100,-

P 215 1948 Gandhi complete set on cover tied by Calcutta cds SG 305/8 b 300,-

P 216 1948, Gandhi large illustrated mourning cover bearing 1 ½a (perf faults) tied by oval „BOMBAY G.P.O. | 
15 AUGUST 1948“ commemorative cancel - vertical fold (T) SG 305 FDC 200,-

P 217 1948, Gandhi First Day commercial cover to Czechoslovakia registered from Batanagar with 
blue Airmail label and large multicolour „CZECHOSLOVAKIA | FOR HEALTH | AND HAPPY | 
HOLIDAYS“ label issued by Czech Consulate, Bombay depicting its � ag - most attractive, with 
Czechoslovakia 19 Aug 48 delicery cds on reverse - a must for any serious Gandhi collector (M) SG 305/8 FDC 1.500,-
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P 218 1948 Gandhi complete set overprinted „Specimen“ which were produced for presentation to 
ministers of state and other dignitaries. It is believed by experts that only 20 such Specimen 
sets were produced which is 1/5ths the number of the 10 Rupee „SERVICE“ stamps produced. 
The greatest rarity of Post Independence India - Sismondo certi� cate SG 305/8 Spec *    5.000,-

219 1948, Gandhi 4v set in folder with First Day Bombay cancels (T) SG 305/8 g 70,-

P 220 1948, Gandhi 4v illustrated local First Day Cover cancelled „COLABA/BOMBAY/15 AUG 1948“ 
with same day BOMBAY boxed delivery strike on reverse - vertical fold not affecting stamps SG 305/8 FDC 500,-

P 221 1948, Gandhi privately printed cover bearing 1 ½a tied by oval „POONA | G.P.O. | 15 AUGUST 1948“ 
commemorative cancel SG 305 FDC 100,-

P 222 1948, Gandhi illustrated privately printed � rst day cover bearing 1½a, 3½a & 12a tied by oval „BOMBAY 
G.P.O. | 15 AUGUST 1948“ commemorative cancel SG 305/7 FDC 250,-

P 223 1948, Gandhi 4 value set on handpainted cover (Benaras temple - same as the design printed on 
of� cial folder) with „BANARAS 15 AUGUST 1948“ First Day Cancels - unique & probably drawn 
by the artist. (T) SG 305/8 FDC 1.500,-

P 224 1948, Gandhi Special Souvenir printed registered First Day Cover bearing 1 ½a, 3 ½a & 12as all tied by 
„BOMBAY G.P.O. | 15 AUGUST 1948“ registered from Bombay GPO with delivery cds on reverse - scarce SG 305/7 FDC 300,-

P 225 1948, Gandhi complete set on illustrated First day cover all tied by the oval „MADRAS GPO / 15 
AUG 1948“ commemorative cancel. SG 305/308 FDC 500,-

P 226 1948, cover to Paris bearing Gandhi 12a + KGVI 2a tied by „INDIAN EMBASSY NEPAL“ with native „KATH-
MANDU/NEPAL“ cds on reverse (T) SG 307 b 150,-

P 227 1948, registered airmail cover from Calcutta to Australia bearing 12a Gandhi pair + KGVI 3a, 8a & 2r tied 
by „PARK STREET | CALCUTTA | 18 AUG 48“ cds with „PARK STREET | CALCUTTA“ registration label, blue 
& white „AIRMAIL“ label, with „NORTH SYDNEY | N.S.W./25 AU 48“ delivery cds on reverse (M) SG 307 b 200,-

P 228 1948, Gandhi 10 Rupee horizontal pair from top of the sheet with inscription on margin on an 
unaddressed cover tied by „TAJ MAHAL / BOMBAY / 15 AUG 48“ � rst day cancel. Pairs of this 
stamp are rarely seen on cover. SG 308 (2) b 800,-

P 229 1948, Tibet 1933 5 different values on cover tied by native „GYANTSE“ bilingual cds uprated 
with 1948 Gandhi 3 values tied by „GYANTSE/TIBET“ cds to USA. As Tibet was not part of the 
UPU, Indian adhesives were applied to pay for the Airmail postage to USA. This is the only known 
combination usage of Gandhi stamps with Tibetan stamps. A spectacular item for any Gandhi 
thematic collector. (T)

SG 307/309, 
Tibet b 3.000,-

P 230 Essay from the American Bank Note Company in brick red with Taj Mahal in centre and „SPECIMEN/5/TAJ 
MAHAL“ in the frame and „AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO“ below - possibly unique (*)  300,-

231 1949-52, Archaelogical series complete set of 16 MNH. SG 309/324 **   100,-

232 1949, Tempels Archaelogical complete set of 16, mint lightly hinged. SG 309/324 *    80,-

P 233 1949-52, Archaelogical series complete set of 16 on single illustrated First Day Cover tied by 
„MADRAS G.P.O. | INDEPENDENCE DAY | 15 AUG 1949“ commemorative cancel. SG 309/324 FDC 500,-

P 234 1949, Archaelogical complete set on 2 sheets, all tied by commemorative Calcutta � rst day cancels - 
scarce (M) SG 309/324 g 300,-

P 235 1949, Archaeological series - the complete set mounted on a special card titled „INDIA POST-
AGE STAMPS / ARCHAEOLOGICAL SERIES / 1949“ singend on reverse by T.I. Archer (the de-
signer of the stamps). A striking and unique item. (M) SG 309/324 (*)  1.000,-

P 236 1949, large registered envelope from Bombay to USA bearing 1948 Gandhi 3.5 annas and 12 annas x 
3 copies tied by „BOMBAY G.P.O./25 AUG 1949 with Bombay registration label with Customs declaration 
form attached on reverse and „NEW YORK/10.11/1949“ arrival oval strike on reverse. A rather excessive 
long transit time of almost 46 days. (M) b 200,-

P 237 1949, Die proofs of 6p, 2 anna, 3 anna & 6 anna Archeological issue in black on thick card 
mounted on stock with manuscript „Designs by Archer“ with Archer‘s signature. T. Archer was 
the designer of this issue. (T) */(*) 800,-

P 238 1949, Artists drawing by Archer for the 1949 Archeological issue (T) 800,-

P 239 1952, Saints & Poets set blocks of 8 with GUTTER between each - toning and staining SG 337/42 (8) **   800,-
P 240 1952, Unadopted perforated essay of the 12 anna blue with „Rabindra Nath Tagore“ design on watermar-

ked & gummed paper from the 1952 „Saints & Poets“ series - possibly unique. SG 342 Essay *    300,-

P 241 1953, Three colour trials of the 1953 2 anna Railway Centenary including a copy of the issued 
stamp in black. SG 343 var *    600,-

P 242 1953, Four colour trials of the 1953 4 anna Railway Centenary - the stamps were issued in the 
2 anna denomination only. SG 343 var *    600,-

P 243 1953, Two essays of the 14 anna Conquest of Mount Everest in green and orange - the stamps were issu-
ed with a slight modi� cation being that clouds were added on the bottom left of the stamp. SG 345 var (*)  200,-
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P 244 1953, Conquest of Mount Everest error of colour of the 14 anna printed in bright violet (colour of the 
issued 2a stamp) - with the 2a issued stamp for comparision SG 345 (*)/* 200,-

P 245 1953 Two essays of the 14 anna Conquest of Mount Everest in green and orange - the stamps were is-
sued with a slight modi� cation being that clouds were added on the bottom left of the stamp - both with 
watermark inverted. SG 345 var (*)  200,-

P 246 1953, Two colour trials of the 2 anna Centenary of Indian Telegraph in orange and purple + a copy of the 
issued stamp. SG 346 var (*)/** 200,-

P 247 1953 Two colour trials of the 12 anna Centenary of Indian Telegraph in orange and purple a+ a copy of 
the issued stamp. SG 347 var (*)/** 200,-

P 248 1954, Proof of the Centenary of Postage Stamp 4 values mounted on card printed „INDIA POST-
AGE STAMP/CENTENARY/COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS/1954“ overprinted „PROOF“ in red - 
Unique. (M)

SG 348-51 
Proof (*)  600,-

P 249 1956, Three colour trials of the 2 anna Birth Centenary of Tilak in purple, chocolate and grey + a copy of 
the issued stamp. SG 374 var **   300,-

P 250 1957, Unadopted Essay of 2r depicting Map of India perforated multicolor essays in 4 different 
color combinations on watermark gummed paper. **   600,-

P 251 1957, Map series 2np - a spectacular assembly of 18 different colour trials on watermarked 
paper - almost impossible to duplicate SG 376 var *    1.200,-

P 252 1958, Two colour trials of the 8np Map series stamp in blue and brown + a copy of the issued stamp. SG 379a var **   200,-

P 253 1957, Three colour trials of the 8np Children‘s Day in chocolate, grey and brown + a copy of the issued 
stamp SG 389 var */** 200,-

P 254 1957, Two colour trials of the 10np Bombay University in blue and green + a copy of the issued stamp. SG 392 var *    200,-

P 255 1955, Children‘s Day - Unadopted essay of the 4 anna and 12 anna denomination each in 6 dif-
ferent colours mounted on cards - Unique. (M) SG 421 var (*)  1.200,-

P 256 1958, photographic essay of the 5 proposed designs for the 1958 Exhibition, New Delhi (SG 
421) including the adopted design, mounted on card with manuscript anotation in pencil and 
„3-12-58“ in blue crayon on reverse (T) SG 421 var (*)  500,-

P 257 1959, First World Agricultural Fair, New Delhi 5 colour trials + issued stamp SG 425 var *    500,-
P 258 1959, photographic essay of 2 proposed designs for the 1959 First World Agricultural Fair, New Delhi (SG 

425) mounted on card with manuscript anotation „7-11-59“ and „48552“ in pencil on reverse SG 425 var (*)  200,-

P 259 1963, Freedom from Hunger 3 colour trials SG 466 var (*)  300,-

P 260 1963, 15np Defence Campaign 2 colour trials + issued stamp SG 468 var *    200,-

P 261 1963, 1r Defence Campaign 2 colour trials + issued stamp SG 469 var *    200,-

P 262 1968, Human Rights Year 3 colour trials + issued stamp SG 559 var *    300,-

P 263 1968, First Triennale Art Exhibition, New Delhi - a vertical marginal strip of 5 with error orange 
omitted on bottom two stamps. Cat £2400 (T) SG 564 a **   1.200,-

P 264 1972, Railways 20p marginal blk/4 with Error BLUE OMITTED (SG 657a) with normal single for compari-
son 537 F v/** 400,-

P 265 1973, Michael Madhusudan Dutt 20p pair with COLOR OMITTED in bottom stamp resulting in 
name missing - 1 of 7 in existence as only 1 sheet was printed with this error. One of the great-
est Post Independence rarity SG 688a **   1.500,-

P 266 1973, Cricket Imperf color trials in vertical pairs in 10 different colors 575 Proof p/** 1.000,-

P 267 1973, Interpol Imperf color trials in pairs in 8 different colours 578 Proof p/** 800,-
P 268 1973, Centenaries 50p deep brown marginal imperf block of four SG 690 var v/** 300,-

P 269 1973, Syed Ahmed Khan Commemoration imperf horizontal pairs of 3 colour trials + 1 in issued pair SG 699 var p/** 400,-

P 270 1971, 19th International Dairy Congress, New Delhi - A folder containing blocks of 4 + single of 
4 colour trials - one being approved - Unique. (M) SG 751 var (*)  1.200,-

P 271 1976, 25p Paramvir Chakra (SG 819 var) error of colour, yellow instead of orange, with normal, both stuck 
on Of� cial Indian P&T card SG 819 var (*)  200,-

P 272 1978, Schubert 1r with BLACK OMITTED used on registered envelope from Patna to England. 
Note: The missing black results in the loss of the value. Due to two black cylinders being used 
during printing, black still appears on the portrait. One of the greatest Post Independence rarity SG 907a b 1.500,-

P 273 1979, International Year of the Child - Proof of the issued stamp in block of 4 + single with 
manuscript annotation „colourproof No. 2 approved“ Unique. (M) SG 910 var (*)  500,-

P 274 1981, UPU progressive color trials of Heinrich Von Stephan in imperf horizontal pairs (M) 865 Proof (*)  120,-

P 275 1981, 25th Death Anniversay of Ganesh Vasudev Mavalankar imperf horizontal pairs of 3 color trials SG 1000 p/** 300,-

P 276 1981, „Homage to Martyrs“ progressive proofs in imperf pairs SG 1001 p/** 250,-
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P 277 2004, Olympic Games, Athens - A complete sheet of 16 with error „ATHENS LOGO“ omitted on 
all 16 stamps - with a normal block for comparision. (M) SG 2212/15 var **   1.000,-

OFFICIAL STAMPS
P 278 1866-72, 8a carmine, mint marginal block of four with variety ‚ ‚‘e‘‘ of Service closed on all stamps‘, top 

left stamp mounted, otherwise unmounted, fresh and � ne. A scarce variety. SG O5 (4) v/**/* 200,-

P 279 1866-72 Of� cial 1/2a pale blue die I wmk Elephant‘s Head ovpt „Service“ Type O1 strip/4 with 
wide & more open „S“ on 1st stamp (SG O7/var) unused with large part original gum, shallow 
thinning at the upper left corner of the � rst stamp and a tiny scrape between „G“ and „E“ of 
„POSTAGE“ in the second stamp otherwise free from faults. Multiples of the small service ovpt 
are very scarce especially with this variety. Possibly the only surviving multiple with this variety. 
Cat. £2625++ - Sismondo certi� cate SG O7 var *    2.500,-

P 280 1872, 8p purple ovpt Small Service vertical pair with bottom stamp - no dot on „I“ heavy toning & stains. 
£428 SG 08/O8a p/* 100,-

P 281 1872, 8p purple ovpt Small Service with variety - no stop after Service. £400 SG O8b *    200,-

P 282 1866-72, QV Of� cial 2a orange die I wmk Elephant‘s Head ovpt „Service“ Type O1 right marginal 
blk/6 with wide & more open „S“ on 1st stamp (SG O11/var) unused with large part original 
gum, minor stain spots mentioned for accuracy. Multiples of the small service ovpt are very 
scarce especially with this variety. Cat. £2250++ - BPA certi� cate. SG O11 *    2.000,-

P 283 1866, 2a orange ovpt small Service mint hinged £250 SG O11 *    100,-

P 284 1866-72, QV 2a orange Small Service, mint hinged, Error - 2 extra rows of perforation - perforation errors 
are very scarce in the East India period. Cat for normal £250, should be at least 20 times normal. SG O11 var *    300,-

P 285 1866, 4a green ovpt small Service mint hinged £300 SG O13 *    150,-

P 286 1866, 4a green ovpt small Service mint hinged £300 SG O13 *    150,-

P 287 1866, 2a � scal stamp ovpt „SERVICE/TWO ANNAS“ cancelled „B/130“ £300 SG O15 g 150,-

P 288 1866, cover from Allahabad to Rawulpindi bearing 1866 QV 2a � scal ovpt „SERVICE/TWO AN-
NAS“ (SG O15) tied by „ALLAHABAD/6 NOV 66“ & „26“ duplex cds with „LAHORE“ triangular 
sorting datestamp at back & boxed „TOO LATE“ - a very early usage as the stamp was issued 
in Oct 1866. This stamp is unpriced used in Stanley Gibbons and is probably unique on cover. SG O15 b 8.000,-

P 289 1866, 2a Foreign bill ovpt „SERVICE/POSTAGE“ pair (SG O16) unused without gum. Exception-
ally � ne with fresh colours and surface almost without abrasions which is quite unusual for this 
issue (since these stamps were printed on chalk surfaced paper, most of them usually have a 
high degree of surface abrasion). A very scarce multiple. Cat. £2600++ Sismondo certi� cate SG O16 p/* 2.000,-

P 290 1866, 2a purple � scal ovpt „SERVICE/POSTAGE“ in green - very � ne used copy with some surface abrasion 
as usually found, £700 SG O16 g 300,-

P 291 1866. 2a purple � scal ovpt „SERVICE/POSTAGE“ in green used £700 SG O16 g 150,-

P 292 1866, 2a foreign bill stamp ovpt „SERVICE POSTAGE“ in green used - the Unique copy on com-
plete foreign bill stamp resulting in Stanley Gibbons listing (top & bottom not being removed). 
This is the rarest QV Of� cial stamp - 2008 RPS certi� cate SG O16a g 20.000,-

P 293 1866, 4a foreign bill ovpt „SERVICE/POSTAGE“ in green used £1700 SG O17 g 800,-

P 294 1866, 8a Foreign bill ovpt „SERVICE/POSTAGE“ (SG O18) cancelled with scarce Cooper Type 
12b - superb £5500 - Heddergott certi� cate SG O18 g 3.000,-

P 295 1866, cover bearing 1866 QV ½a � scal stamp ovpt „SERVICE/POSTAGE“ (SG O19) block of 4 
cancelled by „SECUNDERABAD/2-12-66“ duplex to Coimbatore. Only known cover bearing a 
block of this stamp - BPA certi� cate (T) SG O19 (4) b 4.000,-

P 296 1866 ½a � scal stamp ovpt „SERVICE POSTAGE“ in a spectacular block of 11 used - this is the 
largest recorded multiple of this stamp SG O19 (11) d 3.000,-

P 297 1866, ½ anna � scal stamp overprinted „SERVICE POSTAGE“ vertical mint pair with error over-
print double affecting both stamps (SG O19a) with part original gum, a little toned and tiny 
repair in lower left corner otherwise � ne. Cat £8500 (M) O19a p/* 6.000,-

P 298 1867, A group of 4 top marginal panes of 16 with the ornate margin design of the 1867 Of� cial 
½ anna blue (SG O20), 1a (SG O23), 2a (SG O27) & 4a (SG O28) all overprinted „CANCELLED“ 
from the unique sheet retained in the De La Rue archives for use as colour standards, vide „The 
Specimen Stamps of British India“ by Marcus Samuel. These are the second largest blocks in 
existance. (T)

SG O20, O23, 
O27, O28 **   5.000,-

P 299 1874, QV 8a ovpt „On H.M.S.“ large irregular pane of 62 with sheet margins, all handstamped 
„SPECIMEN“ - the largest pane known as only a single sheet was overprinted for the De La Rue 
archives - Rare (M) */** 1.500,-

P 300 1877, QV ¼a Service postcard for Canal Water Guage with „POST CARD“ diagonally in red and „On Her 
Majesty‘s Service“ bearing QV ½a Die II ovpt large Service (SG O22) £850 - scarce SG O22 GA 400,-
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P 301 1889, Of� cial cover from Lucknow to London bearing 1886-73 2a orange ovpt „SERVICE“ x 2 (SG O27) 
& 1883 ½a blue green ovpt „On H.M.S.“ tied by „LUCKNOW“ small squarred cdsand „LONDON“ arrival 
datestamp on reverse - in superb condition

SG O27 (2), 
O38 b 100,-

P 302 QV 1a wrapper (part missing) overprinted „On His Majesty‘s Service.“ (very scarce) used 1907 from Man-
galore - late and rare usage GA 300,-

P 303 1867-73, 6a8p slate ovpt „Service“ prepared for use but not issued - large part original gum £450 SG O30b *    250,-

P 304 1874, QV 2a orange ovpt „On H.M.S.“ complete ½ sheet containing 2 panes of 80 handstamped 
„SPECIMEN.“ - the largest known multiple. Cat £10,400 as normal stamps, these being consid-
erably rarer (M) SG O33a var */** 10.000,-

P 305 1883-99, QV Of� cials surcharged ‚On H.M.S.‘ and handstamped ‚CANCELLED‘, i.e. values of 1/2a, 1a 
both unused without gum), 2a and 8a (both mounted mint), � ne. */(*) 150,-

P 306 1902, registered parcel lable from Masulipatam to Bapatla bearing 1883-99 QV 1a, 2a, 4a & 1r Of� cials d 200,-

P 307 1900, 1a carmine in unused block of four with clear variety ‚surcharge shifted to left‘, without gum, � ne. SG O50 var. v/(*) 80,-

P 308 1912-22, GV single star Of� cial complete set £500 - toned gum SG O73/96 *    150,-

P 309 1913, GV 5r Of� cial - a complete pane of 12 with margins all around with experimental „SER-
VICE“ ovpt in shiny ink without gum as produced - only known complete pane (T) SG O93 var (12) (*)  4.000,-

P 310 1912-13, GV 10R Of� cial (SG O94), wmk large star, complete sheet of 12 with margins VF 
1MLH/11MNH, margin perfs reinforced & gum evenly toned - nice fresh colours - a rare sheet. 
SG O94 £960++ (T) SG O94 (12) **   1.000,-

P 311 1913, KGV 10R Of� cial - a complete pane of 12 with margins all around with Experimental 
„SERVICE“ overprint in shiny ink without gum as produced - only known complete pane of this 
denomination (T) SG O94 var (*)  4.000,-

P 312 1913, GV 25r with experimental „SERVICE“ ovpt in shiny black ink without gum as produced - superb left 
marginal copy SG O96 var (*)  200,-

P 313 Of� cial cover bearing Edward 2r on 10r (SG O101a) + GV ½a, 1a & 1r ovpt „SERVICE“ tied by „SECRATA-
RIAT-SIMLA“ to UK via Airmail (T) SG O101a b 300,-

P 314 1925, GV 1r on 25r (SG O103a) mint in very � ne condition lightly hinged - one of the most elusive 
GV stamp £1400 - Sismondo certi� cate SG O103a *    800,-

P 315 1925 GV 2r on 10r Service (SG O104) with left margin - superb copy of this great rarity £1500 
- RPSL certi� cate SG O104 *    800,-

P 316 1927 GV „ONE ANNA“ on 1a Of� cial (SG O107) pair, Error - on 1a chocolate. Toned gum & perfs seperating 
from top yet a scarce multiple. Cat £400 as singles - RPS certi� cate SG O107 p/* 300,-

P 317 1930, 1a chocolate with the more fat and wide overprint type (10) of 14 mm, with normal wmk (not inver-
ted), � ne unused without gum. Extremely rare unused. (SG unpriced) SG O125 (*)  400,-

P 318 1948, 1½a Gandhi with „SERVICE“ ovpt blk/4 (SG O150a) on small piece with „GOVERNER GENERAL 
CAMP PO NEW DELHI“ cancel - scarce as a block SG O150a v/d 200,-

AIRMAIL
P 319 1911, cover bearing Edward 1/2a x 2 tied by „FIRST AERIAL POST“ Allahabad with „ALLA-

HABAD“ transit & „MURWARA/20 FE 11“ delivery cds on reverse - opening tear on back � ap b 500,-
P 320 1926, air mail mourning cover bearing KGV 1 anna tied by „CALCUTTA/23 JLY 26“ cds preprinted „CAL-

CUTTA TO RANGOON“ in red carried by Mr Alan Cobham during his Anglo-India and thence to Australia 
� ight with a potostat label on the back „ENGLAND-AUSTRALIA. 1926/MR ELLIOTT ENGINEER OF THE 
D.H.60, WAS SHOT ON JULY 5TH NEAR BASRA. HE DIED ON JULY THE 6TH.“ with „RANGOON/DELY/26 JUL 
26“ delivery cds on reverse. A total of only 45 covers were carried on the Calcutta to Rangoon stage. (M) b 400,-

321 1927, cover bearing KGV 1a tied by boxed „AIRMAILS INDIA By Light Aeroplane | KARACHI GPO | WITH 
MESSRS. STACK & LEETE“ slogan cancel in violet, „By Moth Aeroplane“ in manuscript, „KARACHI | 15 
FEB.27“ dispatch cds and „BROYAL AIR FORCE DISPLAY 1927“ pictorial arrival cds on reverse f 100,-

322 1927, cover carried on the famous D.H. „G-E.B.M.O.“ airplane with pilot signature on front bearing GV 1a 
adhesive b 100,-

P 323 1927, registered airmail cover to UK via Basra-Cairo Airmail Service bearing KGV ¼ on ½a marginal block 
of 24 with surcharge dramatically shifted to the right and slanting upwards + 1a pair tied by „BOMBAY 
G.P.O. | 11 MAY 27“ cds with Bombay registration label, „BASRA/19 MAY 27“ transit cds and hooded 
London arrival cds on reverse. Cover and few adhesives with faults nevertheless a striking airmail item (T) b 400,-

P 324 1928, First Flight cover addressed to Stephen Smith carried on part of the Dutch � ights from Holland to 
the Dutch Indies on the Calcutta-Rangoon stage bearing KGV 1/2 anna x 2 both tied by „CALCUTTA/20 
SEP 28“ cds. 111 covers were carried on this � ight. (M) b 100,-

P 325 1929, Essay of artists design of the 12a Airmail with Stephen Smith signature on back - RARE 
& probably unique (*)  1.000,-
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326 1929, Illustrated First Flight Cover of  the Trans-Atlantic Flight from New Foundland to Ireland bearing 
KGV 1a tied by „DUM DUM/14 JUN 29“ with „TENTH ANNIVERSARY / FLOWN AT / DUM DUM AIRPORT“ in 
violet and „PARK STREET / CALCUTTA / 14 JUN 29“ delivery cds. Cover dated & signed by Stephen Smith f 80,-

P 327 1930, Various original strikes of First Flights catchets on Christmas card signed by Stephen Smith inside 
and also hadwritten & initialled by him „Various impressions from the original catchets prior to their de-
struction“ - a must for any Airmail collector! 300,-

P 328 1931, illustrated First Flight Cover Australia - India - England route bearing KGV 1a strip of 5 
major perforation ERROR - very scarce in this period, with Karachi delivery strike on reverse (T) f 500,-

P 329 1931, pre-printed Air mail cover bearing KGV 1/2 anna tied by „RANGOON G.P.O./6 FE 31“ with large 
cachet in purple carried on the Air Orient Co. � ight from Rangoon to Calcutta with „CALCUTTA/9FEB 31“ 
delivery cds on reverse. The Air Orient Co. commenced a regular air service from Marseilles to Saigon on 
6 Feb 1931. Jal Cooper in his book „Stamps of India“ stated that in 1930 the Royal Dutch Air Co. followed 
by a French Air Co. started regular services to the Dutch East Indies and Saigon respectively � ying across 
India but both these services were not allowed to carry inland airmails for destinations in India. This is 
contrary to the above described example. (M) b 300,-

P 330 1931, First Flight cover bearing KGV 3 annas + 12 annas tied by „RANGOON/30 APR 31“ cds carried on 
the 1st of� cial experimental � ight between England and Australia which was broken up into very short 
stages - this cover being carried on the „RANGOON - GREECE“ stage with Athens arrical cds dated 10 May 
1931. A highly attractive cover. (M) b 200,-

P 331 1931/41, A group of 6 Rocket Mail, Pigeongram, First Flight & Special Flight covers mostly signed by 
Stephen Smith and/or pilot, b 250,-

P 332 1933, Houston Mount Everest Expedition, � ight over Kanchenjunga, cover franked with 1932 
1a3p mauve pair tied by violet triple circle „HOUSTON MOUNT EVEREST FLIGHT/PURNEA/5.
APR.30“ � ight cachet on cover to UK, matching violet wavy line „HOUSTON-MT EVEREST/
FLIGHT/1933“ cachet on reverse, endorsed in manuscript at right „Certi� ed that this cover 
has been carried over KANCHENJUNGA 4/4/33“ and signed „P.F.M. Fellows“. Minor toning on 
stamp otherwise very � ne. A great world airmail rarity, being only one of two covers carried 
accompanied by considerable background literature (Indian Airmails catalogue #33-20a, by 
Jeffrey Brown) (T) b 2.000,-

P 333 1934, cover from UK to Bombay bearing KGV adhesives with boxed „SENT BY LAUNCH FOR DELIVERY / 
CARRIED BY PILOT“ in purple with square  „CANCELLED / BOMBAY / 11 OCT 34“ and „BOMBAY GPO / 14 
OCT 34“ delivery cds on reverse. Back � ap missing. b 100,-

P 334 1934, Rocket Mail cover bearing KGV ½a and „TO / LIGHTHOUSE / SAUGOR ISLAND / 1st / ROCKET / 
DESPATCH.“ bilcoloured label both tied by „SAUGOR ISLAND/30 SE 34“ and boxed „FIRST INDIAN ROCKET 
DESPATCH“ handstamp in violet from W. Shenton, Light House Keeper addressed to Stephen Smith with 
delivery on reverse.. Cover signed by Stephen Smith. b 100,-

P 335 1934, „FIRST NIGHT FIRING TO LIGHTHOUSE“ Saugor Island Rocket Mail cover signed Stephen H. Smith 
and Mary Shenton with delivery cds on reverse b 100,-

336 Wreck mail - „DAMAGED BY IMMERSION | IN SEA WATER“ boxed strike on newspaper wrapper bearing 
GVI  9p pair to USA (T) b 100,-

P 337 1939, cover addressed to Major Dawson / 3/17th Dopa Regiment / Miranshah / Waziristan 
bearing KGVI 1 anna tied by „LAHORE CANTT. / 6 FEB 39“ cds with „Received to late to catch 
the 1610 medium via MASTOI“ in manuscript with „0730 Express Via DHMDIL“ with initials in 
red & blue crayon with a previously unrecorded illustrated airmail label reading „MIRANSHAH 
AIR MAIL SERVICE 1939 / MAGNUM OPUS“ tied to back of cover with „H. M. Ervine Andrews./ 
The East Lanceshire Regiment“ handstamp in purple and also by boxed „Intelligence Liaison“ 
handstamp in purple. A unique item of Indian Airmail philately. b 1.000,-

338 1940, Chandernagore-Calcutta Pigeongram carried by Homing Pigeon „Ally Sloper“  signed Stephen Smith 
- with contents f 100,-

P 339 1942, „THE MISSING LINK BOMBING RAID. HONG KONG“ � ight cover to Stephen Smith issued by Indian 
Airmail Society with delivery catchet and content describing details of the � ight - only 28 � own b 200,-

FIELDPOST / MILITARY
P 340 1854, 1a cancelled „131“ Persian Field Force - rare SG Z2 g 150,-

P 341 1854, 4a cut to shape cancelled „131“ Persian Field Force SG Z3 £1100 which is way undercataloged 
- rare SG Z3 g 200,-

P 342 Persia 1857, ‚‘131‘‘ numeral of Persian Field Forces (1st Division) clearly on QV 1/2a pale blue, short top 
perf, thin spot at back, otherwise � ne. A very rare cancellation. SG 38 g 200,-

P 343 1868, 6a8p on cover tied „F.F.“ Abyssinian Field Force to Channel Islands via Marseilles with 
„INDIA PAID“, „ABYSSINIA FIELD FORCE POST OFFICE/31 JA/68“ in red and „GUERNSEY 
20.2.68“ cds - envelope is torn at top - with 2006 BPA certi� cate b 1.000,-
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P 344 1869, cover from Madras to UK sent via the Of� cer‘s rate bearing 1867 6a8p slate tied by duplex 
„MADRAS/INDIAN PAID/AP 12/1869“ cds with manuscript „Of� cer‘s letter“, with „PRESTONPANS/MY 
10/1969“ arrival cds on reverse - a rare Of� cer‘s rate letter b 300,-

P 345 1869, cover from Madras to UK sent via the Of� cer‘s express rate of 10a8p bearing 1867 6a8p 
slate and 1866 4a green (6a8p paying the Of� cer‘s rate & 4a paying the Express rate) tied by du-
plex „MADRAS/INDIAN PAID/JA 10/1869“ cds with manuscript „per Express/Of� cer‘s letter“, 
with „PRESTONPANS/FE 9/1969“ arrival cds on reverse - a remarkably rare Of� cer‘s express 
rate letter in � ne condition - less than 6 known! b 1.200,-

P 346 1879, Soldiers‘ concession rate letter from 2nd Afghan War to UK bearing QV 8p tied by duplex „PESHA-
WAR/JUL 4“ „L-8“ strike, boxed „TOO LATE“, Bombay transit cds & „DROGHTEDA/AU 8/79“ arrival cds on 
reverse - opening tear on front b 100,-

P 347 1882, Soldier‘s concession rate cover to Ireland bearing QV 1865 2a brown orange tied by „L“ in square 
of bars with Bombay transit and „DAGSHAI/OCT:30“ dispatch cds and „DROGHEDA/NOV 24/82“ arrival 
cds on reverse - this letter appears to be overfranked - small opening tear on front b 100,-

348 1883, Soldier‘s concession rate cover from Dagshai to Ireland bearing QV 1865 1a brown orange & 8p 
purple tied by „L“ in square of bars with „DAGSHAI/May 14“ dispatch cds and „DROGHEDA/JU 6“ arrival 
cds on reverse - opening tear on front b 100,-

P 349 C.E.F. 1900-14, complete all issued stamps (32 values), mounted mint, fresh and � ne. (SG ca. £410) SG C1-C34 *    150,-

350 C.E.F. 1900, 3a orange with ‚overprint double, one albino‘, very � ne unmounted mint. (SG £120++) SG C6a **   80,-

P 351 C.E.F. 1900, the prepared but nost issued 1a6p sepia, mounted mint, two short teeth at lower left, other-
wise very � ne and fresh. (SG £250) SG 10c *    100,-

P 352 1900, QV 3p carmine C.E.F. blk/60 cancelled „BASE OFFICE/7 FE/02“ cds - Scarce multiple (M) SG C1 g 300,-

P 353 1901, QV ¼a postcard (message portion) ovpt „C.E.F.“ China Expeditionary Force from Tientsin to Germa-
ny uprated with QV 3p & 2a6p all tied by „BASE OFFICE/B“ GA 100,-

354 C.E.F. 1905, 3p grey with ‚overprint double, one albino‘, very � ne mint with hinge mark. (SG £120+) SG C12a *    60,-

355 C.E.F. 1905, 1a carmine, horizontal pair with ‚overprint double, one albino‘, � ne unmounted mint. (SG 
£200++) SG C13a (2) p/** 100,-

356 I.E.F. 1914, 1/2a green with variety ‚No stop after ‚‘F‘‘ ‚ in very � ne unmounted mint pair with normal. (SG 
£90++) SG E2a p/** 60,-

P 357 1918, registered cover bearing KGV 1a ovpt „I.E.F.“ (SG E4) and QV 1a x 2 typewritten with 
provisional ‚I. E.F.‘ and ‚I.F.F.‘ (error) in violet, tied by ‚F.P.O. No.235‘ cds, „PASSED/B | I.E.F. | 
CENSOR“ strike in red and delivery cds on reverse SG E4 b 800,-

P 358 I.E.F. 1914, 2a purple with ‚‘No stop after ‚‘E‘‘ ‚ (only trace of black colour visable), very � ne mounted mint. 
(SG £325) E5b *    150,-

P 359 I.E.F. 1914, 8a deep magenta with variety ‚No stop after ‚‘F‘‘ ‚ (only traces of black colour but no trace of 
embossing), top left stamp of mint block of four (top pair mounted). (SG £325++) SG E9a v/*/** 150,-

P 360 I.E.F. 1914, block of four of 12a carmine-lake with varieties ‚ovpt double, one albine & with offset at back 
of the albino ovpt‘, � ne mounted (top pair)/unmounted mint. (SG £220++) SG E11b (4) v/**/* 100,-

P 361 1914, censor cover to UK bearing GV 3p pair, ½a ovpt „I.E.F.“ tied by „ARMY POST OFFICE/
OC 12/14“ (EARLIEST RECORDED) double line cds from Army Post Of� ce 48 based at Orleans, 
France with „PASSED BY CENSOR/No. 331“ strike in red, further cover being opened and with 
Censor tape applied and now cancelled by „PASSED BY CENSOR/No. 201“ x 5 impressions - 
back � ap missing. Stamps are cancelled by „PASSED BY CENSOR“ which is most unusual - with 
RPS certi� cate (M) b 800,-

P 362 1915, Part of KEVII. ¼a PS reply card ovpt „I.E.F.“ to Bombay with Censor Mark GA 250,-

P 363 1915, cover from Kenya to USA with manuscript „Censored H.B. Dunman“ bearing Eas Africa 
& Uganda 3c green & 6c red in combination with India GV 1a carmine ovpt „I.E.F.“ all tied by 
„F.P.O. No.25/18 AP 15“ (Kenya) cds with Chicago arrival cds in violet on - a rare combination 
cover b 1.000,-

P 364 1917, cover pre-printed „On His Majesty‘s Service“ from Busrah to Bushire bearing GB GV 1 ½d, 2d & 1s 
+ India GV ½a & 1r both ovptd „I.E.F.“ tied by „BUSRAH/18 AP/17“ cds b 300,-

P 365 1918, registered cover bearing KGV 2a ovpt „I.E.F.“ tied by „F.P.O. No. 102/25 OCT/18“ with handmade 
registration label, handstamped „F.P.O. 102“ with very scarce manuscript „R-151/I.E.F.‘D‘“, „MATRON IN 
CHARGE | M.E.F | Date |24t Oct/1918“ handstamp/manuscript in violet & „PASSED | 13/M.E.F. | CEN-
SOR“ strike in red and London arrival b 200,-

P 366 1918, registered cover to Bombay bearing GV 2a6p marginal horizontal pair with typewriter 
„I.E.F.“ (printed double) tied by „F.P.O./No.308/21 SE 18“ cds with „F.P.O. No.308/3rd DESP./21 
SEP 18“ cds on reverse with „PASSED C/M.E.F./CENSOR“ strike in red & „BOMBAY G.P.O./2 
OCT 18“ arrival cds on reverse b 1.000,-
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P 367 1931 airmail cover from  Delhi to England bearing 1931 Inauguration of New Delhi 1/4a, ½a, 1a, 2a & 3a 
x 2 tied by „F.P.O./1/1 MAR 31“ large cds. First day of use of this cancel during „Red Shirt“ disturbances 
in New Delhi illustrated in Proud Vol.3 „History of Indian Army Postal Service“ Pg.392 b 400,-

P 368 1965, souvenir folder containing 6 � rst day covers bearing 15p slate ovpt „UNEF“ all tied by different 
numerical „ARMY DAY/F.P.O.“ cancels (T) b 100,-

369 A study of various Camp Post Of� ce on pieces & covers including Viceroy‘s, Governor‘s, UP Govt., Punjab 
Govt., Orissa Governor‘s, Bengal Governor‘s, U.P. of Agra & Oudh, Viceregal Lodge, Assam Governor‘s, 
Madras Governor‘s, etc. (M) d/g 150,-

POSTMARKS
P 370 1854, 2 anna green horizontal strip of 3 cut into at places cancelled by very large dots - Jal 

Cooper type 1a var. Per Cooper „examples are very rare“. The same cancel was illustrated on 
the cover of his book. SG 31 (3) b 600,-

P 371 1865, ½ anna Die I block of 12 each stamp cancelled by the scarce square of 11 bars cancel. b 100,-

P 372 1870, cover from Bombay to London bearing 1865 1 anna + 8 anna carmine (SG 65) both tied by a duplex 
strike of Jal Cooper type 11 (Per Cooper „examples are very scarce“). SG 65 b 400,-

P 373 1878, cover from Langla to Cape of Good Hope bearing 1878 4 anna green (Die II) x 4 copies 
tied by the rare circle of dots - Jal Cooper type 1c (Per Cooper „examples are very rare“) with 
„Via Brindisi“ in manuscript and „LANGLA / OCT 9“ dispatch cds in black, „OUTW. / BOMBAY 
/ 16 OCT“ transit cds, „LONDON / PAID“ transit cds in red and „CAPE-TOWN / CAPE.COLONY / 
DE 7 / 78“ arrival cds. SG 71 (4) b 1.500,-

374 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1902, cover from Canada to Delhi addressed to The Viceroy‘s Camp redirected 
to Agra with „SEA POST OFFICE“ cds, „CORONATION DURBAR/CENTRAL HEAD OFFICE/DELHI/11 JA 03“ 
single ring cds and „CORONATION DURBAR/CENTRAL HEAD OFFICE/DELHI/12 JA 03“ despatch cds and 
„AGRA/13 JA 03“ delivery cds on reverse b 100,-

P 375 1903, „CORONATION DURBAR“ folder complete on 2 cards - very � ne (T) g 150,-

376 1903, Coronation Durbar folder bearing QV stamps from ½ anna to 5 rupees + KEVII stamps all tied to 
unsevered folder with „CORONATION DURBAR / CENTRAL HEAD OFFICE / DELHI / 1 JA 03 / 12 - NOON“ 
commeorative cds. Unsevered folders are rare. (T) ex SG 84/123 g 150,-

377 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1904, picture postcard to UK bearing QV 1a tied by „MAIDEN‘S HOTEL/CORONA-
TION DURBAR DELHI/23 JA 04“ double ring cds and UK arrival strike Ak 100,-

P 378 1909, ‚‘AMRAOTI-CAMP 17 AP. 09‘‘ cds, superb complete strike on KEVII. 10r. Very � ne and scarce. SG 144 g 100,-

379 1911, registered cover to Karachi with „CORONATION DURBAR 1911“ registration label bearing Edward 
3p x 2 and 3a tied by „CORONATION DURBAR 1911/12 DEC“ commemorative cancel and „KARACHI/14 
DE 11“ delivery cds on reverse b 80,-

380 1911, of� cial Coronation Durbar stationery envelope with „GOVERNMENT OF INDIA / CORONATION DUR-
BAR CAMP“ in blue on back � ap bearing KGV 1 anna tied by „CORONATION DURBAR 1911 / 20 DEC“ 
commemorative cancel. (T) b 80,-

381 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1911, Of� cial cover printed „On His Majesty‘s Service“ bearing KEVII 1/2 anna 
overprinted „On H.M.S.“ cancelled by a superb strike of the „CORONATION / DURBAR - 1911 / 16 DE - 
17-45“ roller cancel. The roller cancel was used for a very short period from Dec. 1st - 16th. + a picture 
postcard titled „Their Majesties landing at Apollo Bunder - Bombay“ b/Ak 100,-

383 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1911, Coronation Durbar - 7 examples on piece all cancelled with the single 
ring „CORONATION DURBAR 1911“ with letter (A to M) added at base. Examples are of alphabets A, D, E, 
L & M. (M) d 100,-

384 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1911, Coronation Durbar - 7 examples on piece all cancelled with the single ring 
„CORONATION DURBAR 1911“ with numbers (1 to 12) added at base. Examples are of numbers 2, 3, 4, 
8, 9, 10 & 12. (M) b 100,-

385 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1911, Of� cial envelope with „Government of Bengal / Coronation Durbar Camp“ 
crest on � ap bearing KGV 1 anna tied by „CORONATION DURBAR 1911/17 DEC.“ to Calcutta with „CALCUT-
TA G.P.O./19 DE 11“ delivery cds on reverse. (T) b 100,-

386 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1911, Double ring „CORONATION DURBAR 1911“ with killer bars and date + 
time cds on 5 pieces. These were intended to be used to prepay post on the Durbar bulletin. + picture 
postcard of H.M.S. Terrible on which their Majesties travelled to and from Bombay. (M) d/Ak 100,-

387 „CORONATION DURBAR“: 1911, Single ring „CORONATION DURBAR“ cancel with inset small crown on top 
and number at base on cover + 4 on piece. (M) d/b 100,-

P 388 „H.Q.“ - 1854, 2 anna green with additional frame lines cut into at left with the rare boxed „H.Q.“ cancel. SG 31 b 100,-

P 389 Indore, 1855, cover bearing 1856 QV ½a pair tied by a rare strike of lozenge of large dots with „IN-
DORE/24 MAY 1856“ transit cds in blue and Ahmedabad delivery cds on reverse in red - original letter 
enclosed from soldier detailing military events b 200,-
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P 390 „KING EMPEROR‘S CAMP“: 1912, King Emperor‘s Camp - Of� cial cover with blue crown on � ap to Uk with 
the extremely rare single ring „KING EMPEROR‘S CAMP P.O. / OFFICIAL / PAID“ in magenta with large sin-
gle ring „KING EMPEROR‘S CAMP POST OFFICE/4 JAN/A“ cds on reverse + 2 pieces bearing KGV 1 anna 
cancelled by the same strike one dated Dec 12 and the other dated Dec 14. (M) d/b 300,-

391 „MINTO FETE“ - 1907, picture postcard depicting „Minto Fete-Prince‘s Restaurant“ used locally in Calcutta 
with Edward 3p grey tied by frameless „MINTO FETE/CALCUTTA/4 FEB 1907“ commemorative cancel in 
red and „CALCUTTA/5FEB 07“ delivery cds Ak 80,-

392 „MINTO FETE“ - 1907, cover addressed to Miss Fink, c/o Postmaster / Minto Fete Post Of� ce posted in 
Calcutta 6 Fe. 07 at 5 pm, sorted for delivery 7th Feb and received at Minto Fete at probably 2 pm. A most 
unusual of the Minto Fete commemorative cancel as a receiving handstamp. b 100,-

P 393 „MINTO FETE“ - 1907, registered cover bearing QV 2a6p tied by „MINTO FETE / CALCUTTA /1907 / 5 PM / 
4 FE“  with a rare strike of the boxed registration cachet „R / TEMPORARY - P.O.A.“ in red. b 300,-

394 „MINTO FETE“ - 1907, postcard bearing KEVII ½ anna tied by Minto Fete cancel with date 31 ja. Over time 
5 pm. Examples of this cancel with date over time are scarce. Ak 100,-

P 395 „122“ - 1869 mouring cover from Mussoorie to Calcutta bearing a pair of the 1865 ½ anna blue cancelled 
by „MUSSOORIE / AP 26 / 69“ & „122“ duplex cds. The „122“ numeral was used erronously instead of the 
correct „127“. A rare example of this error which can only be proved when on cover. b 300,-

P 396 „NAVAL CENSOR“: Group of 3 covers each with a different 2 line handstamp indicating Free Postage from 
H.M.S. ships - all bearing „PASSED BY NAVAL CENSOR“ strike in violet b 150,-

P 397 NAXALBARI: 1898, of� cial envelope from Naxalbari to Punkabaree bearing 1895 QV 9 pies 
overprinted „POSTAL SERVICE/ONE ANNA“ tied by „NAXALBARI/23 SE 98“ cds and „PUNKABA-
REE/SE 24/98“ arrival cds. The „POSTAL SERVICE“ overprints were issued in 1895 purely for 
internal use to indicate the amount of Customs Duty to be collected by the Post Of� ce on foreign 
inward parcels brought by mail steamers. A small quantity of these stamps were accidentally is-
sued in place of the Service stamps by the Siliguri post of� ce. An extremely rare (non-philatelic) 
example of the Postal Service stamp used on Of� cial mail at the proper rate - most covers bear-
ing copies of the Postal Service stamps are philatelic in nature. (M) b 1.000,-

398 „PRINCE OF WALES CAMP“: 1905, picture postcard from Switzerland addressed to The Prince Of Wales 
Camp with single ring „PRINCE OF WALES P.O./DELY/2 NO 05“ cds with framed time „11.30 AM“ Ak 80,-

399 „PRINCE OF WALES CAMP“: 1906, picture postcard with „Dalhousie Street, Rangoon“ view to UK bearing 
KEVII 1a tied by double ring „PRINCE OF WALES P.O./20 JA 06“ cds and Bombay transit cds. According to 
the list of the locations of the camp, it was located in Madras on Jan 20, yet the card is endorsed „Burma“ 
in manuscript Ak 80,-

400 „PRINCE OF WALES CAMP“: 1906, picture postcard from UK addressed to The Prince Of Wales Camp with 
„PRINCE OF WALES P.O./28 JA 06“ cds - note „DELY“ omitted Ak 80,-

401 Prince of Wales Camp, 1922, KGV 3p to 1r (13 values) on sheet each tied by � ne strikes of „H.R.H. THE 
PRINCE OF WALES CAMP P.O. | 17 MAR 22“ commemorative cds (M) g 100,-

P 402 „PUREBUNDER“ - 1872, stampless cover from Purebunder (Saurashtra) to Bombay „PUREBUNDER / FE 
19 / 72“ dispatch in blue and a rare strike of the boxed „1 ANNA“ in blue with four Bombay transit, arrival 
and delivery cds. This cover is illustrated in Jal Cooper‘s article - copy enclosed. b 200,-

P 403 “RAIL OFFICE“ - 1868 Mouring cover from Calcutta to Saugor bearing 1865 1 anna brown tied 
by „CALCUTTA / JA.20 / 68“ & „1“ duplex cancel in blue with a superb strike of the rare „NO. 3 
/ C P / RAIL OFFICE“ Jal Cooper type 21a (Per Cooper „examples are extremely rare“). A spec-
tacular cover. b 600,-

P 404 „ROUND TABLE“: 1931, Of� cial stampless cover preprinted „ON HIS MAJESTY‘S SERVICE“ bearing an 
oval strike „INDIAN ROUND-TABLE CONFERENCE“ in violet  and a superb strike „INDIAN ROUND TABLE 
CONFERENCE/19 JA/31“ cds. (M) b 200,-

P 405 „ROUND TABLE“: 1931 registered cover preprinted „Indian Round Table Conference.“ to Surrey bearing 
GB KGV 1/2d, 1d, 1.5d & 2d all tied by superb strikes of „ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE/19 JA/31“ cds with 
„R/LONDON,S.W.227/NO.14“ registration label with another clear strike of the Round Table Conference 
cds on reverse and oval delivery strike on reverse. (M) b 400,-

P 406 “SEA POST“: 1890, cover from Calcutta to Bordeaux bearing QV 1a6p pair tied by small 
„CALCUTTA/F/AP 22/90“ squared circle strike, Bombay transit cds and a superb strike of the 
intaglio „SEA POST OFFICE/E/25 AP“ cds with „PARIS/9 MAI/90“ arrival cds in red. The inta-
glio Sea Post Of� ce previously unrecorded on outward voyage b 1.200,-

407 Sea Post - 1908 picture postcard to London bearing KEVII 1 anna tied by „BOMBAY KARACHI SEA POST 
OFFICE / SET NO. 2 / 23 JA 08“ cds and „SEA POST OFFICE / A / 25 JA / 08“ cds. Ak 100,-

P 408 Sea Post - YMCA cover to UK bearing strip of 3 of the 1 anna British Occupation of Iraq stamps tied to cover 
by „BOMBAY KARACHI SEA POST OFFICE“ - Set and Date illegible. b 300,-

P 409 Steamer - 1910, postcard from Bermuda to Bareilly with the possibly unique strike of „FRENCH STEAMER 
/ BOMBAY 8 SE 10“ catchet - previously unrecorded. b 300,-
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P 410 Steamer - 1910, postcard from with the possibly unique strike of „CARRIED BY / AUSTRIA STEAMER / 
BOMBAY 4 JL 10“ cachet - previously unrecorded. b 300,-

411 „VICEROY‘S CAMP“: 1911, crested cover containing an invitation to the Court to be held in Calcutta on 
the 4th Jan. with manuscript „O.H.M.S.“ on front sent from the „Of� ce of the Mily, Secy. to the Viceroy“ 
addressed to „Mrs. Collin / Camp No. 5 / Bengal Camp /Coronation Durbar“ bearing KEVII 1 anna over-
printed „On H.M.S.“ tied by a double ring „VICEROY‘S CAMP / 11 DE 11“ cds with „CORONATION DURBAR 
/ 11 DEC. 11“ delivery cds and „LIEUTENANT GOVENOR‘S CAMP P.O. / 12 DE. 11“ delivery cds on reverse. 
(M) b 150,-

INDIA - USED ABROAD
P 412 Abyssinia: 1900, printed linen lined envelope from „O.CARUANA & Cie Harat Abyssinie“ to Paris 

bearing India QV 1/2a x 5 tied by „B“ in circle of bars cancel with „ZAILA/SOMALI-COAST/B.O./
OC 6/00“ cds, octagonal „REUNION A MARSEILLE / 14/OCT/00“ & „ADEN/OC 12/00“ transit 
on reverse. A very rare usage of British India stamps in Abyssinia on non-military correspon-
dence. (T) b 2.000,-

P 413 Aden: 1854, 4as vertical pair with all good to wide margins & showing red guide line cancelled 
by clear strikes of „124“ Aden rhomboid (RL type C2) - BPA certi� cate SG 23 p/g 2.000,-

P 414 Aden: 1854, 1a & 4a (cut to shape), 1855 8a on bluish, 1856 2a buff & 1865 4a green all cancelled by 
„124“ Aden - scarce group. g 150,-

P 415 Aden: 1854, 4a 2nd printing Head II Frame I (SG 19) cut square with all clear margins barely touching 
at left (mentioned for accuracy) with 2 strikes of „124“ in diamond of bars Aden cancel - BPA certi� cate SG 19 g 400,-

P 416 Aden: 1884, QV ½a blue postal stationery envelope cancelled by a rare strike of „ADEN/19 DEC.84“ cds 
in red GA 200,-

P 417 Aden: 1886, 8a Foreign Bill on piece cancelled by a superb strike of „Cesar TIAN ADEN (Arabie)/31 
DEC/86“ cds in red d 100,-

418 Aden: 1901, QV 1a on 1 ½a UPU postcard cancelled by „ADEN/30 DE/00“ used from Perim to Holland - 
with some staining GA 80,-

P 419 Aden: 1901, QV 1a on 2a6p stationery uprated with ½a, 1a x2 colours & 2a, all cancelled „ADEN/5 
MY.01“ cds to Egypt with boxed „TOO LATE“, „SUEZ/13 V 01“ transit cds and „CAIRE/13 V 01“ arrival cds 
on reverse. Clean 5 color franking - a showpiece. GA 100,-

P 420 Afghanistan: 1842 entire letter from Camp Gundamuck to Indore, India backstamped Intaglio 
„AFGHANISTAN/Bearing/6as“ dated in manuscript „3rd September 42“ and framed „FEROZ-
EPORE/Bearing/4as“ dated in manuscript „15 September 42“. Extremely rare and probably 
unique (T) b 3.000,-

421 BANDAR ABBAS: 1919, cover from Bandar Abbas to Bombay bearing India GV ½a marginal vertical strip of 
4 + single all tied by „BANDAR-ABAS/2 NOV 19“ cds and indistinct Bombay arrival cds b 80,-

P 422 Batavia: 1863 folded entire from Batavia to London with „INDIA PAID/BY BATAVIA“, „BATAVIA/31.3.1863/
FRANCO“ semi-circle, „SINGAPORE“ transit cds in red, boxed „INDIA PAID“ and „LONDON PAID/MR 14/68“ 
arrival cds in red b 200,-

P 423 Burma: 1854, 4a Head III Frame II cut square with major retouches to the band of diadem, hair and chi-
gnon, cut square & cut into on 3 sides with superb „B/127“ Moulmein, Burma cancel SG 23 g 200,-

P 424 Burma: 1854, 4a Head III Frame II cut square with all clear margins barely touching at 1 point at foot 
(mentioned for accuracy purposes) with „B/5“ Rangoon, Burma cancel SG 23 g 300,-

P 425 Burma: 1855, Folded letter from Akyab to Calcutta bearing 1854 4a Head III Frame II cut square 
with margins all around + 1854 2a green tied by � ne diamond of 11x11 dots cancel with „AKY-
AB 24/NOV/1855“ cds in red on reverse and“G.P.O./1855/DEC 5“ arrival cds in red on reverse b 800,-

426 BURMA: 1872, India pre-printed telegraph form „TRAFFIC CODE FORM CI./INDIAN TELEGRAPH“ from 
Moulmein (Burma) to Colombo (Ceylon) with single line „COLOMDO 22-5-79“ receipt strike. (M) b 80,-

P 427 Burma: 1902/11, KEVII. Rupee values (2r-25r) with different cancellations, 25r with small imperfections 
as trace of diag. corner crease, but still � ne. A scarce short Rupee set used in Burma. (SG £1100+) SG 139/147 g 400,-

P 428 Burma: 1909, Edward 25r cancelled by a superb strike of „SANDOWAY/TEL/12 OCT/14“ cds g 500,-
429 Ceylon: ¼a Edw reply postcard with 6c Ceylon used from Colombo to Australia GA 80,-

P 430 1868, stampless cover from Chandernagore to France with „CHANDERNAGORE G.P.O / 20 AUG / 1868“ 
single circle cds with „10“ in manuscript accounting annotation, GB diamond accounting strike & various 
transit & arrival strikes - RARE GA 250,-

P 431 Chandernagore: 1860 QV 1/2a tied by „B/68“ Chandernagore to Karikal „SORTED AT CALCUTTA“, „KAR-
RICAL“ double ring, „CHANDERNAGORE P.O. / 8 May (in manuscript) 1860 (date slug inverted)“ and „MA-
DRAS“ double ring strikes - a rare usage with scarce strikes. b 400,-

432 Chandernagore: 1896, QV 1/2a stationery (stainy) cancelled „CHANDERNAGORE“ single circle cds French 
India to Punjab - rare GA 150,-

P 433 Cochin: 1854, ½a, 1a & 2a all cancelled by „C/130“ Cochin. g 100,-
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P 434 French India: 1823, stampless folded letter from Chandernagore bearing „CHANDERNAGORE 
/ POST/OFFICE/1823“ extremely rare oval pre-stamp strike - missing from most French India 
collections. b 1.200,-

P 435 French India: 1823, stampless cover from Chandernagore with „15 of Jany 1823 | post paid“ 
in manuscript (manuscript cancellations of Chandernagore are extremely rare). Probably the 
earliest recorded usage from this posst of� ce b 600,-

P 436 French India: 1875, registered cover from Chandernagore, French India to Kasimbazar bearing 
QV 1a pair + 2 singles + ½a tied by „CHANDERNAGORE“ & „3/C-28“ type C duplex (Extremely 
rare per Jalcooper) with 4 sectional regn strike along with „Post Master will kindly obtain this 
cover and forward to Supdt. Travelling Post Of� ces Howrah“ scarce instructional label, „RAMPO-
REHAT/JAN 21“ octagon and „BEHRAMPORE“ delivery strikes. SG 54,58 b 1.000,-

P 437 French India: India QV 2a registered stationery uprated with 1a from RAWALPINDI Pakistan to „CHANDER-
NAGORE“ French India used 1898 GA 250,-

P 438 French India: Combination usage of India Edward ½a pair + French India 1p both tied by „CHAN-
DERNAGORE/20 FE 08“ (date inverted) single circle cds (extremely rare) on picture postcard of 
„Hotel de France“ to UK with „SEA POST OFFICE/B/FEB 22/08“ - a very scarce usage of India 
& Fench India stamps from Chandernagore - a post of� ce from which very few covers are known Ak 600,-

P 439 French India: QV ½a stationery tied by „MAHE“ French Occupation to Calicut GA 150,-

P 440 French India: 1911, KEVII. 10r used in ‚PONDICHERRY 21 SE. 11‘ (very clear cds), fresh, perfect cancel-
lation, very � ne. SG 144 g 150,-

P 441 Hong Kong: Picture postcard mailed on „S.S. Delta | Hong Kong | 20-8-08“ bearing India KEVII 1a tied by 
„VICTORIA | HONG KONG | 21 AU/08“ cds to Scotland with boxed „PAQUEBOT“ - very unusual usage of 
Indian stamp from Hong Kong Ak 120,-

P 442 Iran: Registered cover from Bushire to Bombay franked with 1865 1a brown, 2a orange & 1866 4a green 
all tied by duplex „BASHIR/K-5“ duplex strike b 200,-

P 443 IRAN: 1928, cover to Bombay bearing India GV 1a tied by „PERSIAN GULF SECTION/BOMBAY G.P.O./10 
APR 28“ cds. All 9 recorded covers with this cancel were used between 1928-29. Unrecorded by Major 
Tomkins‘ „The Persian Gulf“ b 200,-

P 444 Iraq: 1916, Edward 3r and GV 8a both cancelled by a superb strike of „ABU KHASIB“ 3 ring cds - 
Aby Khasin on the Persin Gulf was used as a base during the 1st World War - only 5 values have 
been believed to be supplied to this base - the rarest of all Persian Gulf cancels g 600,-

P 445 Karikal: 1854, ½a die I, pair with margins all around, cancelled by „C/147“ Karikal (French India) - very 
scarce! p/g 200,-

P 446 Madagascar: 1909, KEVII ½a & 12a x 3 copies of each af� xed to part folio page from the Mada-
gascar UPU book and tied by their distinctive magenta triple circle „POSTES ET TELEGRAPHES  
MADAGASCAR COLLECTION DE BERNE“ handstamps - unique (T) d 500,-

P 447 Madagascar: 1911-26, KGV 8 different denominations from ½a to 6a (3 copies of each (24 
stamps) on pieces, from the Madagascar UPU book and tied by their distinctive magenta tri-
ple circle  „POSTES ET TELEGRAPHES | MADAGASCAR COLLECTION DE BERNE“ handstamps 
- unique (M) d 600,-

P 448 Ma� a: 1916, advertizing postcard to Zanzibar bearing 1914 GV 1/2a ovpt „I.E.F.“ tied by blue 
„MAFIA/21 SP/16“ cds with Zanzibar arrival cds. A very rare usage of the Ma� a cds which was 
used for a very short period of less than 1 year. (T) Ak 1.500,-

P 449 Mombasa 1922, ‚‘MOMBASA PAQUEBOT / 3 PM / DE 8 / 22‘‘ double circled ds on vertical block of 6 of 
1/4 on 1/2a KGV. (open perf stabilized by hinges, one stamp thin partially at back). A clear strike of this 
rare cancellation. SG 195 g 150,-

P 450 Palestine, 1920, GV registered postal stationery envelope additionally franked with Palestine 
1p deep blue tied by „F.P.O./No.83/1 JA 20“ to Egypt with „OANTARA/4 MR 20“ transit cds and 
„ALEXANDRE/4 MR 20“ arrival cds on reverse - An extremely rare usage of India in Palestine GA 500,-

P 451 Perim, 1922, registered cover (back only) from Perim to London bearing KGV 1a strip of 5 tied by „PERIM 
| 28 JAN 22“ with partial transit cds, London registered oval strike and hodded „REGISTERED | LONDON 
E.C. | 13 Fe 22“ arrival cds - scarce b 200,-

P 452 Peshawur: 1855, cover from Peshawur to UK bearing 1854 ½a blue die II (SG 6) horizontal pair 
tied by diamond of dots with oval „INDIA“, „BOMBAY“ transit strike & „CARDIFF“ delivery cds 
on reverse. The 1a franking paid for the internal rate postage from Peshawur to Bombay, Sea 
postage being unpaid SG 6 (2) b 600,-

P 453 PONDICHERRY: 1849, cover from Pondicherry to Paris with manuscript „Per Steamer Bentick via Madras“ 
with boxed „PONDICHERRY/1849 June 7/Paid‘ strike in red, boxed „MADRAS/G.P.O./1849 JU 9“ transit 
strike in red and „2 INDES OR 2 MARSEILLES/23 JUIL/49“ arrival cds in red. A very attractive cover in 
superb condition. b 100,-
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454 PONDICHERRY: 1851, cover from Pondicherry to Karrical bearing QV 1/2 anna x 2 tied by „C/III“ in dia-
mond of dots with boxed „PONDICHERRY/7 JU 1857“ strike in red and double ring „KARRICAL/1851/JU 
8“ arrival cds in red on reverse. (M) d/b 100,-

P 455 Pondicherry: 1854, 4a 5th printing Head III Frame II wide setting (SG 25) cut square with wide 
margins showing a very scarce variety of wet printing of the Head, superb example on small 
fragment with � ne „C/III“ Pondicherry SG 25 g 500,-

P 456 Pondicherry: 1854, ½a, 1a, 2a, 4a (cut to shape) all cancelled by „C/111“ Pondicherry (French India) - 
scarce compilation. g 150,-

P 457 Pondicherry: 1855, folded letter from Pondicherry bearing 1854 ½a indigo Die I (SG 5) good to wide 
margins tied by diamond of dots with „PONDICHERRY/1855 JULY 5“ and boxed „PM“ in red and „G.P.O.“ 
arrival cds in red. b 250,-

P 458 Pondicherry: 1856, folded letter from Pondicherry to Calcutta bearing 1854 1a die I (SG 12) tied by „C/III“ 
in diamond of dots, boxed „PONDICHERRY/1856/JUN 26/Paid“ strike in red and Calcutta „G.P.O./1856/
JUL 10“ delivery cds on reverse in red b 300,-

P 459 PONDICHERRY: 1865-89, Br. India QV telegraph stamps from 8 annas to 25 rupees (8 values) + 
1890 KEVII telegraph stamps from 2 anna to 50 rupees (7 values) all used in Pondicherry. A very 
rare assemply virtually impossible to duplicate. (M) g 500,-

P 460 Port Blair, 1891, QV 1½a UPU postcard from Port Blair to London cancelled by „PORT BLAIR/FE 
20/91“ cds with hooded „LONDON PAID“ arrival cds in red - very scarce usage GA 600,-

P 461 Portuguese India: 1870, combination cover from Bombay to Goa with Portuguese India 20r red & British 
India ½a tied by Bombay duplex strike, „SAWANTWAREE/MAY 14“ transit cds and rare strike „INDIA POR-
TUGUESE/PANGIM/15 5 70“ oval datestamp in black on reverse - cover with faults as is usually the case. b 200,-

P 462 Portuguese India: 1872, mourning combination cover from Bombay to Goa with Portuguese India 20r red 
& British India ½a tied by Bombay duplex strike 27 AU 72, unframed „TOO LATE“, „SAWANTWAREE/AUG 
29/799“ transit cds in red & „MARGAON/1/9/72“ arrival cds in violet - opening tear, in unusually nice 
condition for this combination b 300,-

P 463 Quetta: 1909, Cover from Kandahar to Quetta without Indian adhesive with „CHAMAN“ transit cds, „QUET-
TA/UNPAID“ oval strike in green, boxed „POSTAGE DUE ONE ANNA“ & „QUETTA/8 MY 09“ delivery cds b 100,-

P 464 Sea Post: 1926 combination cover bearing Persia 1ch orange and 2ch mauve along with Br. In-
dia KGV 1/2 anna x 2 pairs all stamps tied by „BOMBAY KARACHI SEAS POST OFFICE“ cds. The 
Bombay-Karachi sea post of� ce operated on the mail steamers carrying mail from the Persian 
Gulf to India and vice-versa. This is the only such combination cover recorded. b 1.500,-

P 465 Singapore: 1854, ½a, 1a & 2a all cancelled by „B/172“ Singapore. Cat £445 SG Z60,Z62,Z64 g 120,-

P 466 Singapore: 1854, 4a pair (cut to shape on 3 sides) cancelled „B/172“ Singapore SG Z67 cata-
log £900 as singles - multiples are extremely scarce. SG Z67 p/g 800,-

467 Somaliland: 1903, 1a on 2a6p postal stationery envelope from Somaliland Field Force to UK with „BASE 
OFFICE | BERBERA | 10 OC.03“ cds with „ADEN | NO.2/03“ transit cds and „MACCLESFIELD | NO 
14/03“ arrival cds on reverse GA 150,-

P 468 Straits Settlement: „PENANG Paid“ on 1839 entire to INDIA with „CALCUTTA SHIPLETTER“ Paid  in red & 
another „CALCUTTA SHIPLETTER“ bearing in black, „Bond & Co., Calcutta“ forwarding agents unusual cir-
cular mark in black & various other strikes & manuscript markings - much travelled & redirected - SCARCE b 400,-

P 469 Straits Settlement: 1839, stampless folded letter from Penang to UK via Singapore bearing a clear full 
strike of „PENANG / SHIPLETTER / 1839 Oct 18 / Bearing“ in red, „SINGAPORE / SHIPLETTER / 1839 
October .. / Bearing“ in black and faint part boxed „INDIA LETTER / LIVERPOOL“  + Inspectors red star - 
all on same side and „Pd 2As“ & „8“ ship letter charge both in manuscript on front. An exhibition piece. b 400,-

P 470 Straits Settlement: 1843 folded letter from Penang to Calcutta via Kedgeree with manuscript „Penang 
28.10.43“, „KEDGEREE/POST OFFICE/SHIPLETTER“ and „CALCUTTA/SHIPLETTER/Bearing“ boxed strike 
in black (M) b 150,-

P 471 Straits Settlements: 1854, 4a Head III Frame II with plate � aws in the frame, cut square with 3 clear mar-
gins, cut into the bottom  with „B/172“ Singapore cancel SG 23 g 300,-

P 472 Straits Settlements: India 1854 4a cut square with margins all around cancelled by a superb strike of 
„B/147“ of Penang SG Z25, thin at center, scarce SG Z25 g 400,-

P 473 Straits Settlement: 1860, cover bearing 1856 QV 4a grey tied „B/172“ Singapore with Singapore transit 
cds on reverse and „FORRES/JN 4/1860“ delivery cds on reverse b 200,-

P 474 STRAITS SETTLEMENT: 1905, document bearing Straits Settlements KEVII $5 x 7 copies + 5c, 25c & 
50c along with India QV 6 Rupee Foreign Bill x 10 copies. A spectacular combination usage of a very high 
denomination. (M) b 250,-

P 475 Tibet: 1939 cover bearing India GVI 1a carmine (SG 250) tied by „PHARIJONG/14 SEP 39“ and „KATH-
MANDU“ delivery cds 150,-
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P 476 Tranquebar: 1866 SERVICE POSTAGE on 1/2a � scal SG O19 tied by „152“ Tranquebar on 1870 
folded Money Order Advice form to Madras - Extremely Rare usage of this stamp & possibly the 
only known copy used on a Money Order advice SG O19 b 3.000,-

P 477 Zanzibar: 1916, cover to Zanzibar bearing 1914 GV 1a ovpt „I.E.F.“ tied by „G.R/POST/MAFIA“ 
Type M4 in dull blue (SG M35), also tied by „ZANZIBAR/JU 20/16“ cds. Type M4 was used for a 
very short period hence covers with this strike are extremely rare. BPA Certi� cate. (T) b 2.000,-

P 478 Zanzibar: 1916, registered cover to Cornwall bearing Sep 1915 German East Africa 1r lilac 
� scal handstamped Type M4 in dull blue but without „O.H.B.M.S. MAFIA“ (SG M31 var - unre-
corded to date) + 1914 3p grey to 8a deep magenta ovpt „I.E.F.“ with handstamp „G.R./POST/
MAFIA“ Type M4 in dull blue (SG M33-40) each cancelled by blue „MAFIA/14 AU/16“ cds with 
„ZANZIBAR/AU 16/16“ transit cds and „LONDON/18 SP/16“ arrival cds on reverse. This is 
a unique usage of 1r lilac without „O.H.B.M.S. MAFIA“ ovpt on cover - the rarest Ma� a Island 
cover. Brandon certi� cate (T) b 8.000,-

479 Aden, a collection of Aden postmarks on covers & cards written up on 15 pages including scarce destina-
tions like Mauritius, British East Africa, Switzerland, Italy (M) GA/b 300,-

POSTAL STATIONERY
P 480 1893, East India QV ¼a postcard with per� n „L.F.S   L.“ instead of „L.F.S.“ (Local Fund Service) due to the 

perforation running twice on the card with „CODAGAL / P.O. / MALABAR / 23 JA/93“ cds. Unique. GA 250,-

P 481 QV 1a on 1 ½a UPU Military postcard Error ovpt O.E.F. instead of C.E.F. - probably 1 of 4 known examples. GA 300,-

P 482 The unique ¼a Service postcard ovpt „On Her Majesty‘s Service Only“ pre-printed from the Of-
� ce of the Surgeon General to Bombay cancelled „BOMBAY | Y 25 JU.97“  with „BOMBAY | 1ST 
DELY | 24 JU/97“ and „APOLLO BANDAR | 1ST DELY | JU 24/97“ delivery cds - The only known 
Service postcard with „On Her Majesty‘s Service Only.“ overprinted. GA 500,-

P 483 1902, QV 1a on 2a6p postal stationery envelope uprated with QV ½a yellow-green pair from Trichinopoly 
to Bangkok with „via Colombo“ in manuscript with „T“ in circle, „12“ in blue crayon and „15 cts“ in red ink, 
with „BANGKOK/9-7.1903“ delivery cds on reverse GA 120,-

P 484 GV 9p set of 4 picture postcard with scenic views North Western Railway (4) GA 300,-

SPECIALITIES
P 485 1855, cover to London sealed on back with a rare example of the oval intaglio „GOVERNMENT / AGENT‘S 

/ OFFICE“ label with Bombay transit strike and London arrival cds in red on reverse. (T) b 120,-

P 486 1865, complete sheet of Elephant‘s Head watermarked paper with „GOVERNMENT OF INDIA“ 
and „EAST INDIA POSTAGE“ on the sides and gutters (folded 4 times) - extremely rare archival 
material (M) 2.000,-

487 1872, a sample of the watermark „Crown over INDIA“ paper used for the QV Court Fee adhesives. 100,-

P 488 1898, QV 9p Postal Service blk/6 Error DOUBLE & SHIFTED heavy toning & creasing yet a rare error (*)  100,-

P 489 1898, QV ½a - 1R (7v) ovpt „POSTAL SERVICE“ *    100,-

P 490 1905, printed envelope from Bombay to London incorrectly franked with 1890 QV 4a blue tele-
graph adhesive (Hiscocks #44) tied by „BOMBAY/16 SEP 05“ cds and indistinct Sea Post Of� ce 
cds on reverse with a cutting from a contemporary „Gibbons Monthly Journal“ pasted on the 
front. Very rare usage of a telegraph adhesive to pay the correct 4a postage rate to UK. Unique 
- BPA certi� cate (T) b 1.200,-

P 491 1909, KEVII 10r-25r (SG 144-7), 2r-25r (SG O68-72) and 6a (SG O62) 3 copies of each (27 
stamps) af� xed to full folio pages from the Madagascar UPU book & tied by their distinctive 
magenta triple circle „POSTES ET TELEGRAPHES |MADAGASCAR |COLLECTION DE BERNE“ 
handstamps - both pages signed & dated by the Director of Posts. Unique (M) g 6.000,-

P 492 1911, Die Proofs of the KGV revenues. Complete set of 24 values from 2a to 1000R mounted on 
cards with manuscript „Oct. 23rd 11“ pasted on 3 large sheets. Ex De La Rue archives - Unique 
(M) (*)  1.500,-

P 492A from 1911, KGV. 1r8a SPECIMEN stamp paper in purple and blue. The only known specimen of this colour. 
A rare (probably unique) and most attractive item. (M) (*)  300,-

P 492B from 1911, KGV. 1r8a SPECIMEN stamp paper in red purple and black. The only known specimen of this 
colour. Weak diagonal traces of creases, � ne. A rare (probably unique) and most attractive item. (M) (*)  300,-

493 1911, Coronation Durbar of� cial stationery (M) 80,-

494 1911, Coronation Durbar pocket postal guide with samples of the single ring with inset small crown Regi-
stered and Parcel handstamps. (T) 80,-

495 1911-1912 Of� cial Coronation Durbar souvenir book containing pictures of the events. (M) 100,-

496 1917, Propoganda lable for „HOME RULE“ with inscription around portrait reads „FOR GOD CROWN & 
COUNTRY / INTENDED 16 JUNE 1917“ vertical marginal pair on thick ungummed & unwatermarked paper 
perf.11 (T) (*)  100,-
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P 497 1931, „Certi� cate of Posting of a Registered Postal Packet“ cancelled by „INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFE-
RENCE/16 JA/31“ cds - scarce strike related to Gandhi 100,-

P 498 1931, „BURMA ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE“ neat strikes on GB ½d stationery envelope with various 
multicolor franking. A very important item for any Gandhi collector. GA 300,-

P 499 1936, KGV 25,000 rupee (being the highest denomination issued) stamp paper used in � ne condition. (M) 300,-

P 500 1936, 4th Mount Everest Expedition - cover sent by Peter Roderick Oliver (member of the Expe-
dition team along with Sherpa Tenzing Norgay) on 23 May 1936 bearing boxed strike „EVEREST, 
1936“ with manuscript „Camp I“ with initials „P.R.O.“ and „23-5-36“ in violet, to Mrs. Walton 
in Scotland. Large label af� xed on back of cover reading „Suffered detention in Gangtok Post 
Of� ce owing to the Postmaster‘s failure to af� x postage stamps and to forward them in time. 
The Postmaster has been sent to jail for his offence.“ The reason for the label & the catchet was 
that the Postmaster at Gangtok had been given funds to put adhesives on mail from the Expedi-
tion. In an attempt to defraud, he buried the mail including diaries and � lms which were found 
several months later. This letter was received by Mrs. Walton in the 3rd week of January 1937. 
This 1936 Expedition attempt failed due to heavy snowfall. Pencil anotation „/2/6“ indicating 
postage of 2a6p was the required amount. 1 of only 3 known covers from this Expedition to have 
been survived the burial. (M) b 3.000,-

501 1943, Azad Hind imperforated set to 1R + 2R, 10 value MNH **   100,-

P 502 1943, Azad Hind 1R + 2R in black and orange, imperforated, marginal block of 4 MNH v/** 250,-

503 1943, Azad Hind 1R + 2R in black, orange and green, imperforated, marginal copy MNH **   100,-

P 504 Chalo Delhi 1p maroon horizontal pair perf 11 ½ (*)  200,-

P 505 1943, Azad Hind medal 300,-

P 506 Gandhi multicolored perforated ESSAY, rare. **   200,-

P 507 1870, QV High Court adhevises from 1 anna to 1 rupee (6 values) in block of 4 all with „CANCELLED“ 
overprint. (M) *    300,-

P 508 1870, QV High Court adhevises from 1 anna to 50 rupee (23 values) with „SPECIMEN“ overprint - a few 
with worm holes (M) (*)  400,-

P 509 QV 4r Court Fee block of 6 plate proof in black ovpt „CANCELLED“ (*)  100,-

P 510 QV Court Fee 4r to 1000R die proof in black ovpt CANCELLED - 7 values (*)  300,-

P 511 QV ½R purple Court Fee stamp mint with error - Stamp printed double - some creasing - only 
recorded mint copy of this error *    800,-

P 512 QV Court Fee 1a to 1000R ovpt SPECIMEN - 24 values set - some with toning (M) (*)  250,-

P 513 QV Small Cause Court adhesive 2a-1R 5 denominations all ovpt „CANCELLED“ *    100,-

514 KEVII 2 anna Copy paper with perforated „CANCELLED“ (M) 100,-

P 515 QV Foreign Bill adhesives 4a to 24r (10 values) all in marginal imperf pairs overprinted „CAN-
CELLED“ (*)  1.000,-

516 QV Foreign Bill perforated adhesives from 2 annas to 12 rupees (6 values) all overprinted „CANCELLED“ 
(M) *    100,-

517 QV Foreign Bill imperf adhesives from 4 annas to 24 rupees (10 values) all overprinted „CANCELLED“ (M) *    300,-

P 518 4a Foreign Bill vertical tete-beche pair ovpt „COURT FEE“ in red used p/g 100,-

519 GV Foreign Bill 2a-3R (5 denominations) in strips of 3 or 4, all handstamped „CANCELLED“ 100,-

520 GV Foreign Bill 2a-6R (9 denomination) all ovpt small „CANCELLED“ *    100,-

P 521 QV 1 anna Special Adhesive nused block of 10 with „CANCELLED“ overprint *    100,-

P 522 QV Special Adhesive stamps from 4 anna to 1000 rupee (19 values) all overprinted SPECIMEN“ 
or „CANCELLED“ (M) (*)/* 500,-

523 QV Special Adhesive stamps from 1 anna to 4 rupee (7 values) all in marginal blocks of 4 overprinted 
„CANCELLED“. (M) (*)/* 200,-

524 KEVII Special Adhesive 100r to 500r (3 values) in strips/3 or 4, all handstamped „CANCELLED“ 200,-

P 525 GV Special Adhesive 30r to 1000r 4 vales MH with small ovpt „CANCELLED“ *    200,-

P 526 QV 1/2a mauve Receipt Bill or Draft stamp marginal blk/18 with plate no. „3“ overprinted „CANCELLED“ 
- no gum (T) (*)  200,-

527 KEVII & KGV Share Transfer adhesives in strips of 3 or 4, all handstamped „CANCELLED“ (5) 100,-

528 KGV Insurance adhesives from 2 anna to 6 rupee in strips of 3 (all except 1 pair) all handstamped „CAN-
CELLED“ in violet. (M) *    150,-

529 1907, ‚The Postage and Telegraph Stamps of British India‘, the book published by Stanley Gibbons in 
1907 with all the photo plates except two (plates III and IV). (S) 250,-

530 An assortment of 9 QV & KEVII unused telegraph adhesives to 1r (*)/* 100,-
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531 KEVII used telegraph stamps from 1a to 10r (6) all unsevered. These were normally bisected upon use g 100,-

532 1914/19 (ca.), a written up collection of various Censor markings & labels incl scarce to rare ones - 50 
covers & cards including several that are rated scarce to rare and very rare incl some not rated. Includes 
a copy of „A catalog of Indian Censorship 1914-20“ by Alan Baker. (A1) b 300,-

P 533 1917/44 (ca.), detailed written up collection on 18 pages of Indian Red Cross labels including 
part booklets, Bundi Our Day, 4 used on covers - a scarce compilation (A1) **/b 1.000,-

P 534 1939/45, A written up collection on 20 pages of Victory labels including 17 used on cover, 
scarce to rare ones including errors. (M)

**/ g/ 
b 1.000,-

P 535 1935/90 (ca.), nicely written up collection of Indian Cinderellas - Silver Jubilee labels includ-
ing used on covers, Everest Expedition including used on card, Airgraphs, Cow charity, scarce 
censor cover with „India salutes China“ Victory label, Healthy India including used on cover, TB, 
etc. 86 items (M) */g/b 1.000,-

P 536 1854-55, The lithographed stamps: comprehensive collection with several hundred singles, 
pairs, strips and covers on album leaves with explanation, starting with essays and proofs in-
cluding the 1854 1/2a red, studies of the 1/2a blue and 1a red showing the Dies, stones, 
shades, plate � aws, retouches, cancellations and covers, and a special part of the 4a with 
Dies, shades, types, cancellations and covers also (including 11 cut-square and 23 cut-to-shape 
copies). A very interesting collection with some expert notes and a number of certi� cates. (M) g/b/* 20.000,-
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